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ABSTRACT

This dissertation develops a theoretical framework for guided mode resonance
filters (GMRFs) with surface relief gratings based on a physical optics approach. A
GMRF is a unique optical device that utilizes the resonance due to the coupling of a
diffraction order of a grating with a waveguide mode. This coupling process leads to
rapid fluctuations in the reflected and transmitted fields fi-om the GMRF. The reflected
output can change from 0% to 100% over extremely small wavelength (or angular)
regions with a Lorentzian lineshape.
It is shown that the surface relief gratings can be effectively modeled using
effective medium theory (EMT). Combining the EMT modeled surface relief grating and
thin film theory provides an approximation of the sidelobe levels around a resonance
peak and can be used to design a grating that acts as an anti-reflection coating.

In

addition, EMT can be combined with multilayer waveguide relationships to provide an
improved method for determining the wavelength of a resonance.
The effect of a finite aperture grating upon the reflected and transmitted output
from a GMRF is analyzed.

The resonance peak width is found to be inversely

proportional to the grating length and the peak efficiency of the GMRF is shown to
decrease with reduced grating length.
Finally, the design and analysis of a GMRF with a nonlinear waveguide is
presented and shown to be capable of providing all-optical switching with low input
intensities.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Guided mode resonance filters (GMRFs) have received a great deal of attention in
the past decade due mainly to the ability of GMRFs to provide very narrow band
wavelength filtering with a relatively simple device.

A large amount of theoretical

background has been developed for these devices often leading to numerical techniques
for analyzing their behavior. The first intent of this work is to provide a comprehensive
theory based on physical optics principles in order to provide intuitive insight into the
resonance behavior of GMRPs; concentrating on dielectric based devices with surface
relief gratings. As GMRFs transition from theoretical curiosities to actual devices, a
physical description of the effects of a device's basic paranneters (e.g. waveguide
thickness) upon the device behavior and performance is a valuable tool. The second goal
of this research is to propose a new application of GMRFs.
A short description of the basic device will be given in the next section.
Following the device introduction is a review of the historical background pertinent to the
dielectric based GMRFs. Chapter 2 will continue this review by summarizing present
theoretical descriptions of resonant mode devices. Chapters 3 and 4 will extend the basic
theory with a comprehensive physical optics theory for GMRFs.
application for resonant filters will be given in Chapter 5.

Finally, a new
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1.1 Basic Device Geometry and Phenomena
The basic arrangement that will be considered throughout this work is shown in
Figure l.l. A waveguide is positioned between a semi-infinite substrate and a surface
relief grating with a cover region above.

All of the materials are assumed to be

dielectrics with ngu.de being the highest refractive index. The grating period. A, will be
small enough so that the only propagating orders external to the device are the zero order
reflected and transmitted waves.
This device's output can be effectively analyzed using rigorous coupled wave
analysis (RCWA) [Moharam, et.al., 1995(a); Moharam, et.al., 1995(b); Lalanne and
Morris. 1996]. An example is shown in Figure 1.2 (which will be used again in Chapter
5).

If a TE plane wave is normally incident upon this structure, the reflected and

transmitted amplitudes will behave as shown in Figure 1.3.

The extremely narrow

filtering characteristic is a resonance peak. The resonance is caused by the coupling of
diffracted energy from the grating to a mode of the waveguide.
1.2 Historical Background

1.2.1

Early Observations and Theory
The resonance phenomena that GMRPs use is one type of Wood's anomaly

[Wood, 1902]. Wood was investigating the characteristics of ruled metallic gratings and
observed curious variations in the output spectra which he termed anomalies, since
contemporary grating theory did not explain the rapid variations in output spcctra
amplitudes he observed. Although Wood did not fiilly understand the reasons behind the
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Figure I. I The basic geometric arrangement of a dielectric guided mode
resonance filter. The grating will typically have a period that is less than
the incident wavelength so that only the zero-order beams will propagate.
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anomalies, some of his original observations provided useful clues. Wood discovered
that the anomalies were polarization sensitive, "for it was found that the singular
anomalies were exhibited only when the direction of vibration (electric vector) was at
right angles to the ruling. " What Wood was unaware of was that some of the anomalies
were caused by coupling of diffracted energy into surface waves. Since he was using
metallic gratings with shallow grooves, only TM incidence would couple to these waves.
thus, the observed polarization dependence. Wood also tried illuminating a small portion
of the grating to see if there was any observable change:
I accordingly covered the grating with a thin sheet of black paper, leaving
exposed only a strip about 0.3 mm wide along one edge. By bringing the
eye close up to this small strip the spectrum could be distinctly seen, but
the sharpness of the dark bands seemed to be undiminished.
Again, this indicated that light was still interacting with the entire grating despite having
only a limited portion illuminated.
The first theoretical treatment of Wood's anomalies was done by Lord Rayleigh
[Rayleigh. 1907(a); Rayleigh, 1907(b)].

Rayleigh showed that Wood's observations

corresponded to wavelengths where a spectral order was transitioning from evanescent to
propagating, i.e.. was tangential to the surface of the grating. These wavelengths became
known as Rayleigh wavelengths. Rayleigh's approach used an expansion of the outgoing
wave and used the assumption that the grating depth was shallow. His theory correctly
predicted the location of Wood's anomalies and also showed that such anomalies would
only occur for TM polarization, matching Wood's observations:
It confirms the general conclusion that peculiarities are to be looked for at
such angles of incidence that spectra of higher order are just passing off.
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but (it [sic] especially to be noted) only when the polarization is such that
the electrical vector is perpendicular to the gratings.
Subsequent experimental observations and refinements to Rayleigh's analysis verified
these features.

However, Wood himself seemed to indicate in later works that TE

anomalies may be possible [Wood, 1912; Wood, 1935]. Also, one of several authors who
helped refine Rayleigh's approach, Fano, first started to consider the effect of coupling to
"surface waves" [Fano, 1941]. Fano made the first association of diffraction anomalies
with the coupling of diffracted energy to a surface wave. He also mentioned the effect
loss would have in widening the resonance peak. Finally, conclusive observation of TE
anomalies was reported by Palmer [Palmer, 1952]. Palmer's observations included the
presence of TE anomalies and their dependence on deep grooves.

He also applied

dielectric layers to metallic gratings and noticed a modification of both TE and TM
anomalies. Since Rayleigh's theory had assumed shallow grooves. Palmer's observations
did not invalidate it, but demonstrated that it was incomplete.
Coincident with Palmer's experimental work was the development of a new
theoretical approach based on a multiple scattering model. Twersky [Twersky, 1952]
used this approach to explain Wood's anomalous diffraction spectra. While Twersky
provided the best determination of the maxima and minima of anomalous spectra, he was
still limited to scatterers that were small compared to the wavelength or spacing between
individual scatterers. This limitation is analogous to the shallow groove approximation
of Rayleigh. Due to this limitation, the multiple scattering approach could not predict the
TE anomalies observed by Palmer. In 1960, another experimental observatkjn fiirther
demonstrated the inadequacy of the existing theories. Stewart and Gallaway [Stewart and
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Gallaway, 1960] provided a broad review of past experimental results as well as the
observation that two anomalies which theoretically overlapped did not in practice. It is
now understood that what Stewart and Gallaway determined experimentally was the stop
band in the dispersion diagram of the grating. It was not until 1965 that a more general
treatment of Wood's anomalies was presented and effectively modeled more general
grating structures and explained the true nature of the resonance anomalies.
1.2.2

Hessel and Oliner's Resonance Anomaly
In 1965, Hessei and Oliner [Hessel and Oliner, 1965] developed a guided wave

approach and introduced the term "resonance anomaly*'.

Using a surface reactance

description of a grating allowed them to represent a wider class of grating structures
including corrugated or modulated dielectrics. They determined that Rayleigh's theory
was correct for predicting one type of anomaly, but that in fact, there were two distinct
classes. If the structure could support a guided wave, then a 'forced resonance" could
occur. The presence of the grating limited guided modes to being leaky modes with a
complex wavenumber. The incident wave and diffracted waves could not directly couple
to these leaky modes because their wavenumbers were real; however, if their
wavenumber was close to the real part of the leaky mode's wavenumber some coupling
could occur leading to the forced resonance. This forced resonance in turn leads to a
rapid rearrangement of the energy among all of the propagating orders. The gukled wave
in this physical description is not limited to the sur&ce wave on a metallic grating.
Hessei and Oliner's general description is valid for a dielectric waveguide as well.
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For a metallic grating, any guided wave has a wavevector that is approximately
tangential to the surface. This coincides with the wavevectors of spectral orders that are
transitioning from evanescent to propagating. For this reason, Rayleigh and resonance
anomalies typically overlap for metallic gratings and experimental observation of the
spectra from metallic gratings had not distinguished the two phenomena. Hessel and
Oliner correctly predicted that a dielectric grating could exhibit resonance anomalies far
removed from Rayleigh anomalies and could efifect the zero orders of a subwavelength
period grating. One last point made by Hessel and Oliner that will be used later (Chapter
4) is the effect of loss on the resonance behavior mentioned earlier by Fano. They
referred to the "Q factor' of the resonance, i.e., its spectral (or angular) width. They
noted that the grating would leak energy from the guided mode effecting its resolution. A
slowly leaking wave would lead to a resonance with a narrow width and vice versa. This
is an important result when considering the effect of a finite grating.
1.2.3 The Waveguide Viewpoint
About the time Hessel and Oliner finally identified the resonance anomalies in
gratings, interest in optical waveguides was rapidly increasing.

As materials and

waveguide fabrication techniques provided high quality planar waveguides, methods
were developed for coupling light into the guides. Gratings were used as input and
output couplers and were studied extensively, including the resonances that occurred.
Hope [Hope, 1972] studied the resonances of a waveguide-grating coupler using the same
basic geometry shown in Figure 1.1 (it must be noted that his geometry used a
sinusoidally shaped photoresist grating) including the use of a zero-order grating to
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maximize the efficiency of the coupling. Thus, the GMRF geometry used here was first
studied for its efficacy as a coupler for a waveguide. Hope noticed that the location of
the resonances corresponded closely to the waveguide modes, but not exactly, and
surmised that this was due to the effect of the grating.

Neviere and his coworkers

followed Hope's work [Neviere, et.al., 1973(a); Neviere, et.al., 1973(b)] and showed that,
in part, the shifts of the resonances from the locations of the waveguide modes were due
to the complex nature of the leaky modes being excited.
1.3 Shifting Perspective
When diffi^ction anomalies were first observed, they were simply curiosities.
They were studied so the anomalous outputs of gratings could be anticipated when using
spectrographic equipment utilizing gratings. Researchers were interested in avoiding the
anomalies rather than using them. The advent of optical planar waveguides and the use
of gratings to couple into them created more interest in the resonance phenomenon that
Hessel and Oliner had identified. Still, the emphasis was not directed at the use of the
resonance phenomenon, but simply understanding how it could be used to maximize the
coupling efficiency of the waveguide-grating couplers.

Part of the problem was the

fabrication of the subwavelength period grating required to make the device operate only
in the zero orders.

The waveguide grating couplers used holographically defined

gratings, often in photoresist, but this was the only fabrication method available for
subwavelength gratings in the optical regime. As micro-fabrication techniques advanced,
interest turned to using the resonances themselves for providing unique optical devices.
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Chapter 2 will look at this research and summarize the present theory for dielectric based
GMRFs.
1.4 Original Contributions
This dissertation contains several aspects that are new contributions in the area of
guided mode resonance filters, summarized here:
•

Use of EMT and thin film theory for the determination of sidelobe levels
(Chapter 3)

•

Use of EMT and multilayer waveguide equations to accurately determine
resonance peak locations (Chapter 3)

•

Determination of the effect of finite grating size upon the performance of a
guided mode resonant filter (Chapter 4) [R. Boye and R. Kostuk, accepted for
publication. Applied Optics, July 20, 2000]

•

Fabrication of GMRFs utilizing sol-gel waveguides and photoresist gratings
(Chapter 4)

•

The use of a GMRF as an all-optical nonlinear switch (Chapter 5) [R. Boye,
R. Ziolkowski and R. Kostuk. Applied Optics. August 1999]
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CHAPTER!
THEORY OF DIELECTRIC BASED GUIDED MODE
RESONANCE FILTERS
This chapter presents the theory directly relating to dielectric GMRFs in an effort
to understand what determines their resonant behavior. The approaches described in this
chapter provide a physical insight to the resonance phenomenon and a theory that will be
further developed in Chapters 3 and 4.

The first description uses the waveguide's

characteristics and the grating equation to determine the location of the resonant peak.
The second approach uses a scattering description of the dif&action from the grating to
determine the location and shape of the resonant peak. Both approaches have strengths
and weaknesses that will be discussed.
2.1 Waveguide-Grating Model
The theory presented here is based on the work of Wang and Magnusson and their
coworkers at the University of Texas at Arlington [Wang, et.al., 1990; Magnusson and
Wang. 1992; Wang and Magnusson, 1993]. It should be noted that the notation used
within this chapter follows the notatk)n used by Wang and Magnusson. The geometry
considered for this development is shown in Figure 2.1 and will assume an incident TE
wave. A slab waveguide is positioned between a cover (region 1) and substrate (region
3). The refractive index of the waveguide is sinusoidally modulated:
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i =0
s,, region 1

I

i
S2(x), region 2 i |

83, region 3

Figure 2.1 Geometry of waveguide grating device with volume reftactive
index modulation within waveguide layer. Figure and notation follows
[Wang, et.al., 1990].
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e 2 ( x ) = eo + A 8 COSKx

(2.1)

Where eo is the average refractive index, Ae is the modulation amplitude and K = 27t/A.
This approach provides an excellent theoretical framework applicable to devices with
surface relief gratings as well as the volume index modulated geometry shown in Figure
2.1.

Numerical analysis of devices like the one shown in Figure 2.1 can be done using
rigorous coupled wave theory [Moharam and Gaylord, 1985]. (A modified approach is
used with the surface relief version of the GMRF.) Reviewing the coupled wave
description of the field

within the waveguide provides the basis for an analytic

description of the resonance phenomenon.

The field (TE) can be expanded into a

summation of its space harmonics:

X

E,,(x,z)= ySi(z)exp{-jCTi • r }
(2.2)

Where Si are the amplitudes of the space harmonics and ctj is the diffracted wavevector
given by:

<Tj = k2 -iK
= (k2x-iK)x + k2zZ

(2.3)
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Where k2 = k Veo, k^x = kzsinG and k2z = k2COS0. Substituting Equation 2.3 into Equation
-> -y-

Ey(x,z)=

-iK)x + k2zZ]}
i=-ac

= ^Si(z)exp{-j(k2x-IK:)X}

(2.4)

The second representation will prove to be advantageous after Ej.(x,z) and eaCx) are
substituted into the wave equation:

V"Ev(x,z) + k*'82(x)Ev(x. z) = 0

(2.5)

The result of these substitutions is the coupled wave equation:

1

d-Si(z)

271-

dz-

- 2

sinG
k

i
A

N2

(2.6)

Si (z) + ^ ^i_, (z) + Si^., (z)] = 0
X.

This formulation is preferred because there is no first derivative term. The last term in
Equation 2.6 is the coupling term due to the periodic modulation of the refractive index.
If the modulation, Ae, is small, the coupling term can be ignored. The resulting equation
has the same form as the differential equation used to describe a waveguide mode:
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d'E(z) , .2
+ K E(z) = 0
dz'

(2.7)

Where k is given by;

K 2 = Ik 2

Bq

-

sin0-i/./a)^

(2.8)

= k-8o-p-

For a waveguide mode,

must be real and positive leading to the following inequality:

sin 0 — iX / A <

(2.9)

In addition, the waves in regions 1 and 3 must be non-propagating, leading to a second
inequality:

max|.^^7'

sin 0 - iX. / A

(2.10)

Where max| | returns the larger of the two values. These two inequalities (Equations 2.9
and 2.10) provide bounds for the angles that will lead to mode guiding.
The eigenvalue equation for an unmodulated waveguide can be used to relate the
waveguide modes to the grating parameters:
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(2.11)

Where d is the thickness of the waveguide, k = (eok^-Pi^)''^, y = (Pi^-eik^)'^ and 6 = (P,^£3k")''^. From equation 2.8:

(2.12)

Now the grating parameters are directly related to the waveguide mode. The location of a
resonance is then determined by finding Pi that satisfies both Equations 2.11 and 2.12.
Notice that Equation 2.12 is simply the grating equation multiplied by k and
rearranged. Equations 2.11 and 2.12 imply that in order for there to be a resonant
response from the GMRF, the grating needs to dif&act energy such that it overlaps with
an allowable mode of the waveguide. As Hessel and Oliner [Hessel and Oliner. 1965]
discussed, this description is not rigorously correct.

The presence of the periodic

modulation makes the modes leaky and the dif&acted orders of the grating can not
directly excite these leaky modes.
When a particular diffracted order overlaps a waveguide mode and a resonance
occurs, all the propagating orders are affected. Notice that the coupled wave equation
implies that each diffracted order is coupled to its adjacent orders. This coupling leads to
rapid changes in the reflection and transmission of the propagating orders, not just the
order that overlaps a waveguide mode. This is an important point because the GMRFs
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considered here use a diffracted first order within the waveguide to produce a resonance
in the zero order transmission and reflection.
The waveguide-grating model can be used with a surface relief GMRF despite
being developed for a device using a volume refractive index modulation. The model
assumed a small refractive index modulation amplitude. This corresponds to a surface
relief grating which is shallow when compared to the waveguide or has a small difference
between the two refractive indices comprising the grating. Also, the waveguide-grating
used the average index of the grating as the waveguide index.

The index of the

waveguide in the surface relief GMRF is unmodulated and any effect of the grating upon
the waveguide's characteristics is simply ignored.
The effectiveness of this approach in locating the resonance location of a GMRP
using a surface relief grating is best illustrated through the use of an example. Figure 2.2
shows the geometry of an example surface relief GMRF. The resonance peak location is
found for different waveguide thicknesses using the waveguide-grating model presented
here and a RCWA calculation.

The results are shown in Figure 2.3.

When the

waveguide thickness is much larger than the grating thickness, the determination of the
resonance peak location by the approximate waveguide-grating model was in excellent
agreement with the numerical result. However, for waveguide thicknesses close to the
grating thickness, the error starts to increase. The waveguide is being effected by the
presence of the grating and the approach used here cannot properly account for this
influence. This shortcoming of the simple waveguide model is shown dramatically by
the numerical calculation of a resonance due to the presence of a third TE mode (TE2 in
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Figure 2.2 GMRP example used to illustrate use of waveguide grating
model for finding resonance peak locations.
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Figure 2.3) in the device. The waveguide-grating model was not capable of finding this
resonance. The grating modified the overall guiding characteristics of the device so that
an additional guided mode was supported. An extension to this model will be presented
in Chapter 3. which will include the effects of the grating and will provide a more
accurate approximation of the resonance peak location.
In addition to analyzing the location of a resonance peak, Wang and Magnusson
qualitatively discussed the width of the resonance peak [Wang and Magnusson. 1993].
Two factors affecting the linewidth were identified; the modulation amplitude and the
waveguide mode confinement. It was shown that as the index modulation amplitude
increased the linewidth also increased.
statement is generally true.

Assuming a small index modulation, this

Also, it was argued that the more tightly bound the

waveguide mode, the wider the associated resonance peak. While numerical resuhs were
provided to validate these assertions, the physical explanation was not entirely correct. In
Chapter 4. the linewidth of a resonance peak is shown to be related to the loss of the
waveguide mode (the imaginary portion of the mode's wavevector) which can in turn be
related to the efficiency of the grating.
Finally, before leaving the waveguide-grating model, there is one modification
that can be made for the GMRFs being considered here. It will be assumed that the
grating will behave as a zero order grating external to the GMRP. No power will be
diffracted outside of the zero order reflected and transmitted beams leading to a more
efficient device. This assumption reduces Equations 2.9 and 2.10 to:
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sin 0 — X / A| <

max

(2.13)

In the special case of normal incidence;

max

(2.14)

This provides a guideline for determining the grating period required given the available
material properties and the resonance wavelength desired.
2.2 Scattering Matrix Description of GMRF
The scattering matrix description of a GMRF is an alternative approach that is
mathematically based and provides greater physical insight into the resonance behavior
[Neviere. et.al.. 1995; Popov, et.al., 1986; Vincent and Neviere, 1979]. Figure 2.4 shows
a surface relief grating and its associated notation. When a plane wave is incident upon
the grating, the fields above and below the grating can be represented by Rayleigh
expansions using a superposition of plane waves [Petit. 1980]:

For y > h.

(2.15)

For y < 0,
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Incident
wave

Figure 2.4 Grating geometry used for the development of the scattering
matrix (S matrix) description.
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u(x,y)=

St„ expt(y„x + Pnyj

n=-oc

Where,

Yn = ko sin0+nK
K = 27t/A
Pn
Pn = A o n i - Y n
Re(Pn) + Iin(|3n)>0
kg =2n/X

Consider a general case with several incident plane waves with form A „exp[i(ynx-Pny)]The amplitudes associated with the dii&acted waves, Bn, depend on Am linearly:

Bn(e)= ZSnm(e)Am
m=-Qc

(2.16)

In matrix notation.

[B(0)] = [S(e)jA]

If Equation 2.17 is inverted to solve for [A] and [M] = [S] ':

(2-17)
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I

[A] = [M(0) B(0)1

(2.18)

For nonzero solutions when no incident wave is present:

det[M(0)] = O

(2.19)

The solutions of Equation 2.19 may be complex and would correspond to the solution of
a leaky wave. For the case of a dielectric waveguide with surface corrugation, this leaky
wave is closely associated with an allowable mode of the waveguide. This is the premise
Wang and Magnusson's approach uses to locate the resonance peak.

The zero of

Equation 2.19 is also a pole of each element of the S matrix and its determinant. From
Equation 2.17, it is evident that the same complex pole is present for each element of [B].
Since the actual 6 is real, it cannot equal the complex pole, but it can be close enough to
lead to resonant behavior. This is the forced resonance that Hessel and Oliner described
[Hessel and Oliner, 1965]. Following Equation 2.16:

^ C„„(e)

(2.20)

B„(e)= Z

m=—oc

V7

v7

Where G"" is the complex pole of the S matrix and CnmCO) is a slowly varying futKtion of
0. In the region of the pole:
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(2.21)

Substituting G"* = 0''' + iG"'':

(2.22)

The diffracted waves exhibit a Lorentzian shaped resonance with a width dependent on
the imaginary portion of the complex pole. This description will be arrived at again
folio wing a purely physical argument in Chapter 4.
In addition to the pole of the S matrix (associated with the leaky wave of the
structure), there is also a zero in the same vicinity of the complex plane. To see why a
zero must necessarily exist, consider Equation 2.21 with the added dependence of groove
depth:

(2.23)

In the limit of h=0. all Bn vanish except Bo which becomes the Fresnel reflection, r(0).
Solving for u(0,h=O):
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u(0,O) = (9-eP(0)V(e)

In this limit, the pole is also a zero for BQ.

(2.24)

AS the grating depth increases from zero, the

value of the zero of B changes, but remains near the pole.
Applying the general S matrix description to the GMRPs considered here leads to
several simplifications. Consider the generalized geometry shown in Figure 2.5. If the
evanescent orders are ignored and the material is lossless, the S matrix reduces to a
unitary matrix [Neviere, et.al., 1995]:

S® (a)S(a) = I

(2.25)

Where ® denotes the adjoint operation of S, and I is the unit matrix. Also, using a zero
order grating reduces the matrix to a 2x2 matrix:

b.pr'

Si I
-^21

S,2

a.P^

(2.26)

S->-> L a j P i '

Where aj and bj are the amplitudes of incident and reflected waves, respectively. Finally,
the dependence is changed to a = sin0. For convenience, a second incident wave is
assumed, propagating from the lower region with an incident angle corresponding to the
original incident angle and found using Snell's Law.
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Figure 2.5 Generalized geometry of the GMRF. The central region
(n(x,y)) contains both the surface relief grating and the waveguide. The
second input angle. 02, is determined from SnelFs Law and 0|.
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As shown earlier, each element of the S matrix has a zero and the common
complex pole. The elements of the S matrix can then be determined from:

Sij(a) = rij(a)

a-«ij

(2-27)

a-a^

Where Fij is a slowly varying function of a. Using this formulation, the reflection due to
an incident plane wave, |b|/aip, can be found:
R(a) =

bi
(2.28)

-Piil
z

-Ctr
=|r,,(a)|' a-aP
a

Similarlv for the transmission:

T(a)

Where

a-af
,2(a)|'
a-aP

=|r

2
(2.29)

and a,^ are the zeros associated with the reflection and transmission,

respectively.
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From the unitarity of the S matrix and the symmetry of the GMRF, it can be
shown that the zero associated with transmission is real [Popov, et.al., 1986]. The
GMRPs used here exhibit symmetry about the vertical axis; therefore, S(-a) = S(a).
From reciprocity:

T[S(a)] = S(a)

(2.30)

Where T[] is the transposition operator. Thus, the S matrix is symmetrical around its
diagonal:

Si2 (ct) — §21 (ot)

(2.31)

Sii(ct )S| i(a)+S2i (ct )S2|(ct) —1

(2.32)

S|2(ot )S|2 (ot) + S22(ot )S22(®)~1

(2.33)

s;, (a • )S,2 (a) + S;, (a* )S22 (a) = 0

(2.34)

S*2 (a*)S,, (a) + S*22(a* )S2,(a)= 0

(2.35)

From Equation 2.25.
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By definition, the zero of S12 is a|2^ From Equations 2.34 and 2.33 it is evident that
S21 *(ai2''*) = 0. This results in:

^ 2 \ -_r»z
ct|2 •

(2.36)
^
'

Combining this result with Equations 2.31 and 2.29 leads to a transmission zero that is
real. This implies that a reflectivity of unity can be expected from a GMRF due to energy
conservation. In addition, the argiunents of Equations 2.28 and 2.29 would be expected
to go through a 2,ti phase change as a passes through the region of the zero and pole.
Figure 2.6 shows the layout of an example GMRF analyzed using RCWA and the
S matrix formalism. Figure 2.7 shows the result of the RCWA and several points found
using Equation 2.28 and the parameters shown. The agreement is excellent between both
approaches. The parameters were found for this example by curve fitting to the RCWA
result. To solve for the pole and zeros directly would involve using a procedure such as a
Newton iterative algorithm. The wavenumber of a mode of the waveguide (without
corrugation) could be used as a starting point, the depth of the grating increased from
zero and then the new pole and zero locations found.
2.3 Conclusions
The two approaches presented in this chapter, the waveguide-grating model and
the S matrix description, both provide a physically meaningful picture of the resonance
phenomenon of GMRFs. The waveguide-grating model relies on the basic idea that a

n = l.O
TE wave\ ®
\

0.4ttm
0.2um
1^ J,

n= 1.5

l.O^m

n = 1.46
Figure 2.6 Example GMRF used to compare RCWA and S matrix
approach.
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Figure 2.7 Comparison of RCWA result and Equation 2.28.
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resonance occurs when a dif&acted order of the grating overlaps an allowable mode of
the waveguide to locate the approximate location of the resonance peak. Unfortunately,
the actual width of the peak is not determined and the accuracy of the approach is
adversely affected when a deeper surface relief grating is used. The S matrix approach
takes into account the complex nature of the leaky mode supported by the overall
structure to find both the location and shape of the resonance peak. While this method
provides increased physical understanding, it is difficult to implement because of the
computationally intensive iterative calculation that needs to be done to determine the pole
and zeros of the S matrix.
The waveguide-grating model will be extended in Chapter 3 to increase the
accuracy of the determination of the peak location and to help determine the oflf
resonance levels (sidelobes) present. Chapter 4 will provide a further extension of the
theory by determining the effect the finite

grating size has upon the shape of the

resonance peak; a characteristic that neither the waveguide-grating model or S matri.x
description address.
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CHAPTER 3
EFFECTIVE MEDIUM THEORY AND GMRFs
This chapter will extend the analytical approach of Wang and Magnusson to
provide a method for determining the ofiF resonance behavior (sideiobes) of a GMRF and
more accurately determining the resonance location. The waveguide-grating model did
not provide any direct method for finding the sideiobes in the output of a GMRF. Also,
Wang and Magnusson's waveguide-grating model did not account for changes to the
waveguide's characteristics due to the presence of the grating. There are two changes
which are important. First, the waveguide modes are no longer propagating modes with
real wavenumbers. but are leaky waves with complex wavenumbers. Second, the value
(of the real part) of the mode wavenumber will be shifted due to the presence of the
grating layer. This second change leads to the inaccuracies in resonance peak locations
found using the simple waveguide-grating model on a grating with deep grooves. The
only way to determine the remaining properties of the GMRF is to resort to a numerical
approach such as rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) [Gaylord and Moharam,
1985]; however, this hides the physical influence of the grating parameters. Fortunately,
dielectric GMRFs using surface relief gratings can be analyzed more fiilly by applying
effective medium theory (EMT).
EMT provides a means for modeling the surface relief grating as a homogeneous
layer with an effective refractive index. The next section will provide a review of the
method for finding the effective index of the grating layer. Once this substitution is
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made, the GMRP can be analyzed using thin film theory to find the sidelobes in the
vicinity of a resonance peak. A summary of thin film theory will be given as well as the
application of the approach to provide a grating that acts as an anti-reflection (AR) layer.
The effective refractive index can also be used with multilayer waveguide eigenmode
equations to provide a more accurate determination of the resonance peak location.
While this approach still ignores the complex aspect of the leaky waves actually present
in the device, it accounts for the shift of the real part of the wavenumber of the
waveguide mode. The eigenmode equation for a four layer waveguiding structure will be
given and applied to the same example used in Chapter 2 to demonstrate the increased
accuracy of the method.
3.1 EfTective Medium Theory
Effective medium theory can be used to model a grating as a homogeneous layer
with an effective refractive index. The surface relief gratings used in dielectric GMRFs
can also be analyzed using EMT methods devised for treating stratified layers of material
(see Figure 3.1) [Raguin, 1993]. When a grating has a period much smaller than the
wavelength, the grating behaves like a layer with an effective refractive index that
depends on the polarization of the incoming wave. If the input is polarized parallel with
the grooves of the grating it will not "sense" the grating in the same manner it will when
polarized across the grating grooves.

For the TE case, the electric field

vector is

perpendicular to the grating vector and the effective index is given by [Bom and Wolf.
1980]:

Figure 3.1 Arrangement of media in a surface relief grating
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IIte —

(1 — f)^^2

(3.1)

Where f is the fill factor (duty cycle) associated with the first grating refi^tive index, m,
and n: is the second grating refractive index. The corresponding refractive index for TM
polarized light is given by:

(3.2)

The difference in these two indices gives rise to form birefringence [Bom and Wolf,
1980]. Both of these relationships assume lossless materials. These results are found

using the assumption of a static field within the media and the boundary conditions from
Maxwell's equations. The static approximation assumes that the grating period is much
smaller than the wavelength of light so that the changes in the wave amplitude over the
period of the grating are small. Unfortunately, the gratings used in GMRFs have grating
periods that are much closer to the wavelength.
An analysis of a stratified medium was done by Rytov [Rytov, 1956] without the
use of a static approximation. Assuming a propagating wave travels through the media at
a constant velocity, Rytov found transcendental relationships for the effective refractive
index of the medium. For the TE case:
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1^2

tanff All - QnVni Lv ^ y

1= .

M'l

tanff^](nJ,
V^/

"^TE

(3.3)

For the TM case, the permeabilities, jo, are replaced by permitivities, e. Both ni and jiz
are unity for dielectrics. As can be seen in equation 3.3, small period to wavelength
ratios,

A/Tl,

or small index differences can result in small argimients within the tangents.

When the arguments of the tangents are small, a series approximation can be made
resulting in closed form expressions for the effective indices [Raguin and Morris, 1993].
The lowest order, or O"* order, solutions take the form given in Equations 3.1 and 3.2.
Expanding to second order solutions results in the following expressions:

(3.4)

(3.5)

Where nrE^"' and nxM^"^ are the O"* order solutions given in Equations 3.1 and 3.2,
respectively.
The results obtained using the O*** order and 2"^ order solutions along with the
results from the transcendental equations are shown for two cases in Figure 3.2. The first
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Figure 3.2 Solutions for the efi^tive index for two surface relief gratings.
a) The first case uses air, n = I.O, and fused silica, n = 1.46 with A/X = 0.5.
b) The second case uses air and silicon, n = 3.50, with A/k = 0.25.
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case is a grating in fused silica, n2 = 1.46. The 2"^ order solution is virtually the same as
the solution of the transcendental equation. Fused silica is a common material for use in
the visible region, but semiconductors are often used for applications in the infrared,
especially for the telecommunications wavelength of 1.55 (im. Semiconductors have
higher refractive indices and gratings formed in them will present a larger index
difference. The second case in Figure 3.2 shows the results for a grating formed in
silicon. n2 = 3.50. For the TE case, the second order solution still provides a good
approximation of the exact solution from Equation 3.3. The TM case shows a larger
divergence and requires the use of a higher order solution or the transcendental
relationship itself.
3.2 EMT and Thin Film Theory
After finding the effective index of the surface relief grating, the GMRf can be
modeled as a thin film device, see Figure 3.3. Thin films have long been used to provide
ant ire fleet ion coatings, protective films, wavelength filters, and even laser mirrors. Thin
film theory is well established [Macleod, 1986] and can be used to find the off-resonance
behavior of a GMRF. The thin film model of the GMRF will not exhibit any resonance
output since the diffraction due to the grating is being ignored; however, it will provide a
means for determining the magnitude of any sidelobes in the vicinity of a resonance peak.
The only parameters required for the calculation of the reflection from a thin film stack
are the refractive indices of the input medium and substrate and the thicknesses and
indices of the thin films.
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Thin film theory utilizes the concept of a material optical admittance which is
defined as the ratio of the magnetic and electric field amplitudes, y = H/E, and is a
property of the material. If the admittance of free space (1/377 siemens) is used as the
basic unit, then the admittance of a material equals its refractive index, y = n-ik. Here, n
and k are the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index, respectively. For the
dielectrics used here, the losses are typically small and will be ignored. To find the
reflection from a multilayer coating, a transfer matrix approach is used. The fields at the
output of a thin film can be found from the fields at the substrate as follows:

(3.6)

Where [A] is the transfer matrix. Normalizing the fields at the substrate reduces the input
to:

Esub ^
^sub_

1
.ysub

(3.7)

Where ysub is the admittance of the substrate material. The output can then be used to
determine the effective admittance of the coating:

(3.8)
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Where C and B represent the output magnetic and electric field amplitudes.

For a

multilayer coating, the transfer matrices for each layer are cascaded;

B
I
Hn[Ai]
C
Xsub

(3.9)

The transfer matrix for an individual layer is given by:

[Ai] =

cos 5;
i^jSinS;

Where 5i and

isinS:
cosSj

(3.10)

are the phase thickness and admittance of the layer, i. The angle of

incidence affects both 5; and t] ,. The phase thickness can be found from the following:

5 = — ndcosG
k

(3.11)

Where 9 is the angle in the material. For non-normal incidence, the polarization must be
taken into account to determine the admittance for a material. For the TE case:
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4te = ycosG

(3.12)

And for TM:
4tm = y/cosG

(3.13)

Once the admittance of the entire multilayer coating, Y, is determined, the intensity
reflectance and transmittance through the device can be found using:

feoB-CX^nB-C)«
(5OB+cX4OB+c)*

(3.14)

44oRealfe„|,)

fe„B + CX5<,B + C)'

(3.15)

Where 4o and ^sub are the admittances of the incident medium and substrate after
accounting for the effect of the incident angle using either Equation 3.12 or 3.13.
Figure 3.4 shows an example of a result found using thin film theory as well as
RCWA for the same device. Since the thin film analysis ignores the diffraction of the
grating it does not show any resonance behavior, but the sidelobes are well approximated
for wavelengths close to the resonance peak. For wavelengths shorter than the resonance
wavelengths, the thin film theory is not as accurate. At X = 653.5 nm, the diffracted first
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Figure 3.4 The calculated reflectance from a GMRF using thin fllm
theory and RCWA. The parameters for the GMRF were; A = 0.4 mm, fill
= 0.5, cover n = 1.0, waveguide n = 1.8, substrate n = 1.46, grating depth =
0.1 (xm, waveguide thickness = 0.2 (i.m, angle of incidence = 10 degrees.
The GMRF has only the transmission and reflection zero orders
propagating for wavelengths longer than 653.5 nm and the peak at 585.0
nm is a Rayleigh anomaly.
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order begins to propagate external to the device. Thin film theory cannot account for the
redistribution of energy into dii&acted orders as they begin to propagate. The small
discontinuity in the RCWA at this wavelength is due to the emergence of the first
diffracted order.
One of the best applications for thin film theory is the determination of grating
parameters that would form an effective antireflection (AR) coating for a GMRF [Wang
and Magnusson, 1995]. By minimizing reflections from the grating layer, the sidelobes
around a resonance peak can be minimized. For AR coatings, it is advantageous to use
the "quarter wave" rule [Macleod. 1986].

By making the effective thickness of the

grating. dcos0. equal to "UA (or an odd multiple of A/4) the phase thickness becomes nil.
By setting the waveguide refractive index equal to the substrate index, the reflectance
simplifies to:

<^0
=4 f

grating
^waveguide

(3.16)

'^grating
? waveguide

For R = 0:

'grating

(3.17)
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The required index for the grating will be between the incident medium and waveguide
refractive index. As shown in Figure 3.2, the eflFective refractive index of the grating can
be anywhere between the incident medium and waveguide index depending on the fill
factor of the surface relief grating. Figure 3.5 shows the simulated reflected output of a
GiVIRF with an AR grating. (The small discontinuity at approximately 585 nm coincides
with the emergence of another propagating diffracted order.) The sidelobe reflections are
well suppressed on either side of the resonance peak.
3.3 EMT and Waveguide Relationships
It was shown in Chapter 2 how the location of a resonance could be approximated
by combining the grating and waveguide eigenmode equations. This approach ignores
the effect of the grating layer on the waveguide mode. As Figure 2.3 demonstrates, this
assumption is valid for a thin grating. However, as the grating groove depth becomes
large enough (compared to the waveguide thickness), this simple model fails [Norton,
et.al.. 1993]. Using EMT, the grating layer can be replaced by the effective index and
eigenvalue equations for the new structure can be applied.
Four layer waveguide structures (two layers between a substrate and cover) have
been analyzed by many authors including [Sun and Muller, 1977] and [Li and Lit, 1987].
If the four layers are arranged as shown in Figure 3.6, an eigenvalue equation for TE
modes is [Li and Lit, 1987]:
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Figure 3.5 RCWA results of the same GMRF used for Figure 3.4 except
the incident angle = 0 degrees. The original grating uses the values noted
in Figure 3.4 and the AR grating uses a grating height of 0.1211
and a
fill factor of0.2625.
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r

\
VPi y

(3.18)

Where

(3.19)

Where. hO, p-1, pi and p2 are the propagation vectors for the waveguide, substrate,
grating, and cover regions, respectively.

Also, P is the waveguide eigenvector.

Depending on the design of the GMRF, the portion of the waveguide mode in the grating
layer may be propagating rather than evanescent.

If the grating layer supports the

waveguide mode, the transverse propagation vector for the grating, pi, will be imaginary.
Using Equation 3.18 with the grating equation. GMRFs with deep groove gratings
or gratings in high refractive index materials can be analyzed. Since the effect of the
grating on the waveguide characterisitics is taken into account, the effect of different
grating parameters on the resonance peak location can be determined. Figure 3.7 shows
the calculated resonance peak locations for the same GMRF used in Figure 2.3. When
the waveguide thickness is comparable to the depth of the grating grooves, the resonance
peak location found using the eigenvalue equation for the waveguide without the grating
results in a large error. The result found using the EMT index for the grating layer and
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indices = 1.5 & 2.0, waveguide index = 2.0, substrate index = 1.5, grating
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the 4-layer waveguide eigenvalue equation (Equation 3.18) provides a much more
accurate value for the resonance peak locations.

3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, it was shown that EMT can be used effectively to model the grating
as an isotropic layer with an eflFective index. Using the calculated efifective index, thin
film relationships can be used to determine the sidelobes near a GMRF resonance, and
can also be applied to determine the grating parameters (depth and duty cycle) that would
form an approximate AR coating. Combining the EMT index with multilayer waveguide
eigenmode equations provides a very accurate method for determining the location of the
resonance peaks of a GMRF without resorting to numerical techniques.
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CHAPTER 4
FOURIER OPTICS ANALYSIS OF GMRFs
Using the methods shown in Chapter 3, a resonance peak of a GMRP can be
located and the size of the sidelobes determined with the use of effective medium theory
(EMT) and physical optics. This chapter will apply Fourier optics to determine the width
of the resonance peak of a GMRF [Boye and Kostuk, 2000].

A simple physical

description of the interaction of a waveguide mode and the grating will be used to show
the relationship between the width of the resonance peak and the efficiency of the
grating. The model will then be expanded to include the effect of a finite grating size on
the output of the GMRF. Experimental results will be shown to verify the model of the
finite aperture grating.
4.1 Grating Efficiency and Resonance Peak Width
The structure being considered is shown in Figure 4.1. As described previously, a
waveguide is positioned between a semi-infinite substrate and a surface relief grating
with a cover region above. An incident plane wave is diffracted by the grating exciting a
waveguide mode. The field amplitude of this waveguide mode continues to interact with
the grating and can couple out of the device effectively resulting in loss. Ignoring the
finite extent of the grating, the near field reflected output from the GMRF takes the form
of an exponential decay as illustrated in Figure 4.2. As a waveguide mode interacts with
the grating, a small portion of the mode is coupled out and the remainder continues
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Figure 4.2 Ray optic illustration of the interaction between the waveguide
mode and the grating in a GMRF. Dotted rays have been diffracted once.
Each output is reduced by the same factor, the O-order reflection efHciency
of the grating when illuminated with the waveguide mode.
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propagating down the waveguide until it interacts with the grating again. The grating in
Figure 4.2 is assumed to have only the zero and first orders propagating and rays that
result from more than one dif&action are assumed to be negligible. The output field
amplitude at successive points can be determined from the grating efficiencies:

EQ = incident waveguide mode amplitude
E| =

+tir_|T1jo)EO

^2 = (^RO*1T-I +^RO1R-I^TO)EO
= riRoE,
E3 = {[^Ro)^^T-l +(*lRo)^nR-lTlTO^O
= (^ro)^EI

Where

n Ro = 0 " order reflection of waveguide mode from grating
Hr-i = 1 - order reflection of waveguide nwde
riT-i = 1 - order transmission of waveguide mode
r|To = 0 - order transmission of previously diffracted ray

The output decreases by the efficiency of the O-order reflection at each interaction of the
waveguide mode with the grating resulting in an exponential decay. The near fleld
amplitude can be written as:

Enf-(x) = Aexp(-ax)

(4.2)
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Where a is a generalized loss parameter associated with the attenuation of the waveguide
mode. This loss parameter includes all loss mechanisms and describes the power coupled
out of a waveguide mode. A stronger grating interaction leads to a larger loss parameter
and faster decay. The far field diffraction pattern due to the near field exponential decay
has a Lorentzian distribution:

E„(e.x) = A

'
|a|X

Where 0o is the angle of the center of the resonance peak in radians, k is the wavelength,
and Q/X is the transform variable and 0 is the incident angle.

The full width half

maximum (FWHM) angular bandwidth of the Lorentzian is given by:

cos 00

The loss parameter in Equation 4.4 can be directly related to the 0-order reflection from
the grating (assuming there are no material losses).

By determining the number of

interactions or "bounces", N. required for the waveguide mode to decay by 1/e and the
distance between interactions the relationship between a and TIRO can be found. First, the
number of interactions necessary for the mode amplitude to be reduced by 1/e can be
found from:
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^

ln(TlRo)

Next, the distance between individual bounces can be found from

the angle associated

with the waveguide mode and the thickness of the waveguide:

/ = 2t/tane,vg

(4.6)

In addition to this geometric distance, there are shifts caused by the penetration of the
waveguide mode into the substrate and cover regions as shown in Figure 4.3. Known as
the Goos-Hanchen shifts, these quantities can be approximated as:

=
—

^2.

qtan0,,g
1

(4.7)

=

ptan0,,g

Where q and p are transverse propagation vectors associated with the cover and substrate
regions, respectively.

q =^p--njkp = yj^~-n;k-

(4.8)
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Figure 4.3 The Goos-Hanchen shifts associated with the ray optic model
of waveguide propagation.
Parameter
tcratincC M'Tl)
t«ave(Mrn)
He
HWB
Hs

Case 1
0.1
2.0
1.0
1.5
1.45

Case 2
0.05
1.0
1.2
1.8
1.5

Case 3
0.05
1.0
1.0
1.8
1.5

Table 4.1 Parameters used as examples for resonance peak width
calculation. Each GMRF had a grating period of 0.35 )xm and the
wavelength was 0.6328 |im.
Case/Mode
lA-EO
1/TEl
2ArE0
2ArEl
2ArE2
3ArE0
3rrEi
3ArE2

5© Cmrad)
0.0355
0.140
0.0707
0.292
0.685
0.117
0.483
1.15

6© fRCWA result)
0.0346
0.134
0.0742
0.305
0.709
0.122
0.504
1.18

Error (Vo)
-2.60
-4.48
4.72
4.26
3.39
4.10
4.17
2.54

Table 4.2 Results of the calculation for the cases given in Table 4.1. Each
case had a multimode waveguide and the resonances associated with the
TE modes were used for comparison with RCWA results.
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and. |3 is the longitudinal propagation vector of the waveguide mode. The Goos-Hanchen
shifts can be used to "patch" the ray optic view of a mode's propagation down a
waveguide. The total distance between waveguide mode interactions with the grating is
now given by:

'toiai =/ + 2Zc+2Zs

(4.9)

The loss due to the grating out coupling can be estimated as:

a = (N/totaincCoseo)

(4.10)

-ln(TiRo)
'total'^c COS0O

This estimate of the loss can be used with Equation 4.4 to predict the width of the
resonance peak of a GMRF. Several example cases were analyzed using the parameters
in Table 4.1. Table 4.2 shows the predicted angular FWHM of these GMRFs and the
results found using RCWA. The predictions based on the physical optics approach and
the RCWA agree within 5%.
4.2 Effect of Finite Grating Size
In this section, a method for assessing the effect of finite grating size on the
reflection properties of a GMRF is presented. None of the approaches discussed thus far
have taken into account the actual length of the grating used within the GMRF. In
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addition, RCWA is strictly applicable to infinite apertiu^ gratings (due to its reliance on
Fourier expansions of the permittivity profile) illuminated by a plane wave. In many
practical cases the incident beam amplitude is neither plane nor infinite in extent. An
important case is when the incident beam has a Gaussian profile.

The difficulties

associated with the use of Gaussian beams has been addressed [Avrutskii and Sychugov,
1986; Avrutsky and Sychugov, 1989; Magnusson and Wang, 1993] and design methods
for overcoming these difficulties have been presented [Lemarchand, et.al., 1998]. Finite
grating apertures have been analyzed using finite element methods [Boye, et.al., 1999]
and a quasi-rigorous approach based on an adapted RCWA model [Saarinen, et.al., 1995]
has been used to study the effect of the finite grating on the output of a GMRF.
However, these approaches are computationally intensive and can be applied to only a
limited set of grating configurations. A study of finite aperture input-grating couplers
[Brazas and Li, 1995] is closely related to this analysis and will be compared to the
results presented here.

The model presented here is both intuitive and analytical;

providing an approximation of the resonance width and a physical insight often lost with
numerically based techniques.

In an effort to verify the validity of the model,

experimental data will also be presented and compared to the modeling results.
To take into account the size of the grating, the near field distribution of Equation
4.2 can be multiplied by a window flinction:

Aexp(-ax)rect

(4.11)
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With the window function defined as:

rect

X^
Va y

11,
0,

whenixl < a/2
whenixl > a/2

(4.12)

In the far field, the multiplication becomes a convolution, denoted by *:

Eff (e.>L) =

A(1 -exp(-aa))
1
• sine - ( e - 0 o )
(0-eo)
a
I + jlK
aA

(4.13)

Both the Lorentzian profile and sine function have an angular width associated with
them. Since the two functions are independent, the full width half maximum angular
bandwidth of the resonance peak is determined by adding the individual angular widths
in quadrature:

60 =

Xa
2ot1j,cos0O y

0.443;i
angCosBo/e

(4.14)
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Where iic is the refractive index of the cover region. The first term within the square root
is the angular width from the Lorentzian profile and is equivalent to Equation 14 of
[Brazas and Li, 1995];

A0= *
71 Lj- t t c COS0

Where Lc = I/a is defined as the "coupling length". The second term is due to the sine
function and can be compared to Equation 16 of [Brazas and Li, 1995] (or Equation 8 of
[Saarinen. et.al., 1995]):

A0 =

2XQA.
TiL^ng COS0

Where Lg = a, the grating length and xo is the root of the sinc"(). Note that the width of
the window function in Equation 4.14 is the physical length of the grating aperture, a.
scaled by Me. This is due to the fact that the grating interaction length varies with the
entrance position within the aperture. The scaling factor of Me was found to properly
model the aggregate coupling effect of the grating. This scaling factor is not included in
the study of the waveguide-grating coupler [Brazas and Li, 1995] because it is assumed
the incident waveguide mode interacts with the entire grating length. The spectral width
corresponding to the GMRF angular width in Equation 4.14 can be approximated
[Saarinen, et.al., 1995]:
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8X.« SGn^A

Where

(4.15)

DC is the refractive index of the cover material and A is the grating period.

Equation 4.15 will be used to compare experimental measurements of spectral linewidths
with Equation 4.14.
The physical description of the near field amplitude can also be used to predict the
effect of the finite grating size upon the peak reflected output of the GMRF. Integrating
the output of the truncated exponential decay of Equation 4.11 provides the signal level at
resonance as shown in Equation 4.13:

Spc3k = —[l-exp(-aa)]
a

(4.16)

For an infmite length grating, the integrated output is A/a. The ratio of the two provides
the expected reflectivity for a finite grating:

Rpeafc =[l-exp(-aa)]

(4.17)

The output from an individual grating will depend on the reflectivity and the total
incident energy. For a fixed incident field amplitude, a longer grating interacts with a
larger amount of the field; therefore, measured output from a GMRF will also increase
with grating length. Finally, as noted in Equation 4.14, different portions of the incident
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field interact with difTerent lengths of the grating and the physical length is scaled by 1/e.
The functional form of the expected peak signal is then given by:

o measured

^pcafc

(4.18)

= A, 1 -exp \

^

/

e

Where A2 is due to Fresnel reflection from the surface. Note that this relationship tends
to diverge as a increases, but that assumes the incident plane wave can spatially increase
without bound.
4.3 GMRF Fabrication and Measurement
In order to verily our model, GMRFs were fabricated with sol-gel slab
waveguides and photoresist gratings on fused silica substrates. The sol-gel waveguide
process provides a low loss and uniform waveguiding layer which is also robust enough
to have a set of difTerent photoresist gratings applied in succession, evaluated, stripped,
and then reapplied with continued high quality waveguiding properties. Photoresist was
chosen as the grating material because the gratings could be removed and re-fabricated
relatively easily. The photoresist used was Shipley 1805 mixed with Shipley type "P"
thinner to provide varied viscosity and layer thickness. The exposure was performed
using an argon ion laser (457.9nm) in a Lloyd's mirror arrangement with a mask defining
the grating region. After development, only the unmasked portion of the slide had a
grating on the surface of the waveguide.
Two different photoresist layer thicknesses were used to form gratings with
different depths. By changing the grating depth, the grating efficiency was affected, in
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turn changing the loss parameter present in the first term of Equation 4.14. By forming a
grating pattern with a stepped pyramid shape (Figure 4.4), several grating lengths could
be tested on a single slide. All the gratings used had a period of 0.45 ^m.
Approximate values of the height and duty cycle of the two gratings were found
using the following non-destructive test.

The longest gratings (those most closely

approximating an infinite grating) were illuminated with a HeNe laser at 45 degrees and
the zero order transmitted and reflected efHciencies were measured along with the -1
transmitted order. RCWA [Moharam, et.al., 1995] was then used iteratively to find a
grating height/duty cycle combination that matched the measured results using a square
grating approximation of the photoresist grating profile. The first grating had a grating
height, h. of 0.07 (am and a duty cycle of 0.5. The second grating had a height of 0.20
ja.m and a duty cycle of 0.6 (60% of the grating was photoresist). These values were used
within the RCWA to determine the linewidth of an infinite grating and the associated
value of the decay constant, a.
Once the GMRF was fabricated, its spectral width was measured using the
arrangement shown in Figure 4.5. A NewFocus tunable external cavity semiconductor
laser was used to illuminate the gratings and provided wavelengths from 662 - 678 nm
with a spectral resolution of 0.02 nm. A collimated TE beam with a spatial extent much
larger than the grating was used to eliminate the effects of beam size.

The TE

polarization was used because the resonances associated with this polarization provided
peaks that were wide enough to be measured accurately while still being visibly affected
by the grating lengths used here. The model presented here is also valid for the TM case;
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Figure 4.4 Stepped pyramid grating shape and close-up of photoresist
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Figure 4.5 Experimental arrangement for measuring GMRF resonance
peaks.
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however, the TM resonances for the GMRFs used were too narrow to be measured
accurately with the tunable laser. The waveguides were 2.15 fim thick with an index of
1.5. forming a multi-mode waveguide supporting 3 TE modes. There is a resonance
associated with each mode, but the data for this paper was taken using only the second
TE mode. This mode was far enough from normal incidence to avoid any overlap with a
symmetrical peak on the opposite side of the normal. The slides containing the gratings
were positioned in the collimated beam and rotated so that the desired resonance was
located at 673 nm, corresponding to an input angle of approximately 1 degree from
normal incidence. The wavelength was then scanned and the reflected intensity was
measured at each wavelength. The output power of the laser at each wavelength was
normalized to compensate for spectral power variations. After taking the data with the
GMRF in place, it was replaced with an aluminum mirror that provided a reference level
(90% reflectivity) for finding the absolute grating efficiency. Also, a pinhole was placed
over the detector used to measure the reflected intensity so that only light from one
portion of the stepped pyramid (a single grating length) was evaluated.
The results of this measurement are shown in Figure 4.6, and

indicate that

gratings with smaller apertures have wider resonance lines due to the effect of the
window fiinction (Equation 4.14). RCWA was used to find the width of the resonance
peaks expected with an infinite grating and these quantities are also shown in Figure 4.6.
The first grating was less efficient due to the lower grating height. This lower efficiency
resulted in a lower loss factor, a, and a narrower resonance peak (Equation 4.14).
Despite the differences in the gratings, the peak widths converge once the grating length
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was shortened to a point where the sine function in Equation 4.14 dominates the
resonance width.
In addition to the wider spectral width of the resonance, the shorter grating
lengths resulted in lower peak efficiencies of the GMRfs.

Figure 4.7 shows the

measured peak efficiencies for different grating lengths and compares this data with
Equation 4.18.

The measured reflection spectra for the different grating lengths of

sample 1 are shown in Figure 4.8 along with the resonance peak found using RCWA.
The loss in peak efficiency and the increase in width of the resonance spectra are clearly
visible for the grating lengths used.
4.4 Conclusions
The effect of finite grating size on the output of a GMRF was investigated.
Grating length affects both the width of the resonance peak and its overall efficiency.
Comparison with the results from an input grating coupler [Brazas and Li, 1995] show
that the cases are completely analogous despite measuring different parameters (resonant
reflectivity versus coupling efficiency). Applications that limit the grating size or require
narrow band fihering can take advantage of the relationships provided in this chapter to
determine the grating parameters necessary to achieve the required efficiency and
bandwidth.
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Figure 4.8 Plots of experimentally measured resonance peaks as well as
RCWA result. The actual grating lengths were shorter than the lengths
denoted here. "5 mm" = 4.60 mm, "4 mm" = 3.67 mm, "2 mm" = 1.78
mm. "1 nun" = 0.798 mm. The widths of these peaks and their peak
values are shown as diamonds in Figures 4.6 and 4.7, respectively.
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CHAPTERS
A GMRF SWITCHING DEVICE WITH
NONLINEAR OPTICAL MATERIAL
This chapter presents the design of a guided mode resonance filter (GMRF)
combined with a nonlinear optical waveguide to form a device that can modulate the
transmitted and reflected flelds [Boye, et.al., 1999]. Therefore, the filter can function as a
switch that changes state with the input by using the narrow resonance characteristic of
the GMRF and the small change to the reflective index that results when the nonlinear
material is illuminated.

Nonlinear efifects typically require high incident intensities to

produce significant changes in material optical properties.

By using a device that is

sensitive to small changes in these properties, a lower input intensity can produce a large
change in the device output. Rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) [Moharam, et.al.,
1995] is used to analyze the resonance of the GMRF as well as the effects of the refractive
index changes. Finite difference time domain modeling (FDTD) [Taflove, 1995; Judkins
and Ziolkowski, 1995] is used to complement the RCWA by determining field strengths
within the GMRF. In addition, FDTD provides information on the temporal evolution of
the fields within the device to determine the limits of the filter switching speed.

We

present an example design that switches from 100% transmission to 100% reflection over
a relatively small range of input optical intensities.
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5.1 Theory and Device Design
A short review of the concepts presented in Chapter 2 will provide some necessary
background. A GMRF consists of a grating and waveguide structure that allows light
diflfracted by the grating to couple to a mode of the waveguide. Figure 5.1 shows an
e.xample using a binary grating on the surface of a waveguide. The coupling between
dif&acted energy and waveguide mode leads to a resonant behavior resulting in rapid
variations in the amplitudes of the propagating waves, known as resonance anomalies
[Wang and Magnusson, 1993]. The eigenvalue equation for the TE field within the
waveguide is used in conjunction with the relation for the modified propagation constant
to locate the resonances [Magnusson and Wang, 1992]:

(5.1)

where K, = (ng'k^-Pi^)"^, y, = (P,^-nc^k*)'^ and 5; = (Pj^-ns^k*)'^ are the transverse
components of the propagation vectors for the waveguide layer of width h, the cover and
substrate, respectively, with k = 2n/k. (The design used here is adequately described
without the use of the 4-layer eigenvalue equation presented in Chapter 3.)

The

propagation constant of the waveguide is related to the grating parameters by:

P, = k(ng sin0 —i/L/A)

(5.2)
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Figure 5.1 Design used for analysis. The input is assumed to be a
normally incident TE wave, and all dimensions are given in microns.
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where 6 is the incident angle in the cover and A is the period of the grating. Equation 5.2
shows how several parameters including wavelength, incident angle, grating period and
refractive index affect the resonance of a GMRF. We are taking advantage of the direct
relation between the waveguide index, ng, and the propagation constant to affect the filter
resonance and modulate the output fields.

In order to use the GMRF to modulate the

incident light beam, an intensity dependent reflective index is substituted for ng:

ng = no + n:!

(5.3)

where the nonlinear index, nj [cm^/kW], is directly related to the third order susceptibility,
x'^'[esu]. by the relation:

(5.4)

n2 = 47:^Re{x^'}/no*

In addition, a subwavelength period grating is used to ensure that only the zero order
waves propagate outside the device maximizing its efficiency.
The GMRF combines the nonlinear reflective index and subwavelength period
grating as shown in Figure 5.1 and includes several important features.

First, the

refractive index of the waveguide and the substrate are chosen to keep the resonance peak
narrow while the incident, or cover, material is assumed to be air.

The substrate is

assumed to be flised silica (n, = 1.45) to provide a low loss material with high surface
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quality to avoid scattering. The waveguide is then chosen to have a higher index of ng =
1.5 and a width of h = 1.12 ^m, resulting in single mode operation with the desired
narrow resonance. One aspect of the GMRF design which is not included in this analysis
is the material loss. Both absorption and scattering adversely aflfect the resonance of
GMRFs. but the design here only considers materials with low loss to minimize these
effects. Second, the subwavelength period grating is designed with a duty cycle and depth
that would approximate a single layer quarter wave anti-reflection (AR) coating as
described earlier in Chapter 3. The AR design serves two purposes. By reducing offresonance reflections the contrast of the intensity modulation is maximized. Also, the
intensity within the device is increased and produces a larger refractive index change as
shown in Equation 5.3. With an incident transverse electric (TE) field, the eflFective index
of the grating is defined as [Bom and Wolf, 1980]:

nefT= {fiEi + f^e:}'"

(5.5)

where f and s, are the duty cycle and dielectric constant, respectively, of the two materials
comprising the grating. As shown in Chapter 3, Figure 3.2, the zero order solution for the
effective index of a grating in a low index material (n~1.5) is an adequate approximation.
The required refractive index for a single layer anti-reflection coating is the square root of
the product of the refractive index of the incident medium and the waveguide. Using
Equation 5.5 and the required effective index for an AR effect, the duty cycle of the
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grating can be found. The depth of the grating is then set equal to a quarter wave of the
resonance wavelength to provide the AR coating. The actual grating ridge width is set to
0.17 fim and the grating depth to 0.12 ^un to accommodate a grid consisting of square
cells whose side-length is 10 nm within the FDTD model. This provides an excellent
representation of the GMRF without the need for excessive computation time. Finally, a
material for the waveguide that has the desired linear index (no = 1.5 in Equation 5.3) and
a large nonlinear characteristic is required to produce the modulation effect. For this
design, a semiconductor doped glass (SDG) is assumed. SDGs have the potential for
exhibiting enhanced third order susceptibilities due to the three dimensional confinement
of semiconductor microcrystallites within a glass host material [Ohtsuka, et.al., 1992; Yu,
et.al. 1997]. A reported value of

= 4x10'^ [esu] [Ohtsuka, et.al., 1992] is used to

determine the nonlinear index, ni.

The resonance of the GMRF, assuming constant

refractive indices, is shown in Figure 5.2 as a function of the illumination wavelength. The
result shown in Figure 5.2 is found using the RCWA. Despite the lack of propagating
orders outside of the device, the RCWA model retains eleven total orders to ensure that
the effects of evanescent fields are included.
5.2 Device Analysis and Performance
The first step in the analysis is to determine the refractive index change required to
alter the resonance properties of the device sufficiently to modulate the transmitted and
reflected fields while holding the wavelength constant. The RCWA results (Figure 5.3a)
show that an extremely large refractive index change in the ridges of the grating is
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Figure 5.3 Effect of index changes on the resonance, (a) Changing the
index of the grating ridges requires a large index change to create
noticeable changes in the device output, (b) Conversely, the waveguide
index has a large influence over the output. The wavelength was held
constant just off resonance at 638.4 nm.
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required, >0.1, to change the reflected and transmitted field amplitudes. The refiactive
index of the ridges of the grating affects the diffraction efficiency of the grating, but the
period of the grating determines the output angle of the diffiacted waves and their
coupling to the waveguide mode. Within the waveguide, refractive index variations have a
much larger impact on the resonance of the GMRF. Figure 5.3b shows how small changes
of the waveguide index, -10"*, impact the resonance; therefore, the nonlinear material is
only used within the waveguide.

The propagation vector of the waveguide mode is

directly related to the index of the waveguide and affects the resonance behavior of the
GMRF. It should be noted that small deviations from the desired linear refractive index.
Ho, will change the resonance as well. Controlling the refractive index of a SDG to <10"* is
impractical so wavelength or angle tuning would be necessary in practice.
To determine the incident intensity needed for the index changes shown in Figure
5.3b, the field strength inside the waveguide must be determined. FDTD modeling is used
to calculate the field amplitude within the device as a function of the incident amplitude.
The results from the analysis of the GMRF using FDTD with an incident field amplitude of
unity are shown in Figure 5.4 where the grayscale corresponds to a field amplitude ranging
from 2.5 to -2.5 times the incident field amplitude. A complex interference pattern is
formed within the waveguide. The forward and backward propagating waves interfere
with one another as well as with the fields dififracted by the grating. The resultant field
distribution within the waveguide produces corresponding variations in the nonlinear
refractive index which are then directly related to the incident field.

Representing the

refractive index changes in the RCWA model requires splitting the waveguide into many

Figure 5.4 Gray-scale image of the field amplitude distribution calculated
by FDTD modeling. Large positive amplitudes are white and large
negative amplitudes are black. The interference pattern is contained in the
waveguide and grating with no transmitted energy entering the substrate.
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layers (ten layers are used here) and using sampled field values derived from the FDTD
analysis and Equation 5.3 to determine the refractive index profile in each layer. Several
FDTD simulations were performed to ensure that the calculated field values sampled from
the center of the GMRF closely approximate the results from an infinite grating (i.e.
without significant edge effects) while using a minimum number of grating periods to
reduce the FDTD computation time.
The FDTD simulator was based on the standard staggered grid, leap-frog in-time
Yee algorithm [Taflove, 1995; Taflove, 1998].

The FDTD simulation space was

truncated with Berenger's PML absorbing boundary condition [Taflove, 1995; Taflove,
1998]. The simulation region consisted of602 x 1030 square cells (5 = 10 nm), including
20-cell PML regions. The time step was selected according to the Courant stability
condition [Taflove, 1995; Taflove, 1998]: 5t = 5/cV2 = 23.57 X 10"'" s. The appropriate
dielectric permittivity is specified in each simulation cell.

Note that only linear

permittivities were considered in the GMRF FDTD simulations to simplify the resulting
device analysis. A full nonlinear material FDTD model of the GMRF was beyond the
scope of the present study and will be implemented in the future. The initial field is
generated from a total field / scattered field interface [Taflove, 1995; Taflove, 1998]
above the grating.

The desired electric field values are obtained at specified points

throughout the simulation region.
The resulting RCWA model of the GMRF consists of the original grating (no
nonlinear material is assumed within the grating) and the ten layers of the waveguide.
Each of these ten layers is modeled with a square wave reflective index profile with both
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the high and low refractive indices now dependent on the incident field. The layered
waveguide model of the GMRF was evaluated with RCWA with the wavelength held
constant (at 638.4 nm) while the incident intensity was varied. Figure 5.5 shows how the
transmission and reflection of the device change with increasing input intensity. The entire
resonance F>eak is spanned by changing the intensity by 100 kW/cm". and only 25.3 kW/
cm" is required to transition from the 10% to 90% reflection levels.
Another important aspect of the nonlinear GMRF performance that can be
determined is the factor that limits the modulation rate. There are two main factors that
atfect the response time of the filter: the time required for the fields to reach equilibrium
after a wave is incident on the device, and the response of the nonlinear material. FDTD
analysis is used to find the temporal response of the fields.

Figure 5.6 shows the field

amplitude at a sample point within the waveguide. Large variations in the field amplitude
occur as the fields interfere until an equilibrium value is reached after approximately 50 fs.
The FDTD simulator was run for 3000 time steps to produce Figure 5.6.

Longer

simulation times showed only minor variations in the resulting field amplitudes at later
times. The results shown in Figure 5.6 adequately characterize the settling time as 50 fs in
the device. In comparison, reported response times for SDGs are in the ps and ns range
[Yu. et.al., 1997], Therefore, the material response limits the switching speed of this
nonlinear GMRF design.
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5.3 Conclusions
In conclusion, the design of a GMRF utilizing a nonlinear material has been
presented. Index changes are required within the waveguide to produce a modulation of
the transmitted and reflected optical fields. Using FDTD analysis, the field profile within
the device and subsequent index variations were evaluated. Also, the modulation rate of
the GMRF was found to be limited by the material response. The RCWA simulator was
used to determine the eflfect of the index variations on the behavior of the GMRF and it
was found that a change in the incident intensity of 100 kW/cm" was required to cover the
entire resonance peak.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The guided mode resonance filter is a unique optical device with great potential
for wavelength discrimination applications. The simple design of a GMRP belies the
complex nature of the resonance behavior that results in the narrow filtering characteristic
of a GMRF. A physical understanding of the resonance phenomenon is essential for the
design of application specific devices.
It was shown that the basic waveguide-grating model was a good approximation
of the coupling between a diffracted order and the mode of the waveguide.

This

approach provided a method for determining the location of a resonance peak; however,
there were several limitations to the model. First, the waveguide-grating model did not
account for the role of the grating in determining the actual wavenumber of the
waveguide mode. Also, it did not determine the overall shape of the resonance peak.
The S matrix description was shown to provide a better qualitative description of the
resonance phenomenon, but was difficult to implement.
The use of the surface relief grating led to the use of effective medium theory to
help analyze the output of the GMRFs. Using EMT and thin film relationships, the offresonance behavior (sidelobes) around a resonance peak could be approximated. Also,
the location of the resonance peak could be more accurately determined by using a
multilayer waveguide eigenmode equation. This approach was able to account for the
shift (of the real part) of the waveguide mode due to the presence of the grating.
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Next, a physical description of the interaction of the grating and waveguide mode
led to a determination of the Lorentzian lineshape of the resonance peak in agreement
with the S matrix description presented earlier. This description was then extended to
analyze the effect of a finite aperture grating. Most of the other approaches used to
analyze GMRFs (including RCWA) are unable to account for the effect of a limited
grating aperture.

The relationships derived from

the physical description were

successfully verified with a series of experiments. These relationships provide important
results for any device design.
Finally, a new application for GMRFs was presented. Taking advantage of the
high sensitivity of GMRFs to refractive index changes, a nonlinear optical switch was
designed.

Using both RCWA and FDTD modeling a device with a low switching

intensity was presented.
There is a great deal that can be investigated with regards to guided mode
resonance filters and a few suggestions will be made in the hope that GMRFs will
become useful optical devices.

First, one of the best uses of GMRFs is in sensor

applications. As shown in Chapter 5, the simple GMRF is very sensitive to refractive
index changes.

Since the waveguide thickness and grating period will have a large

impact on the reflected and transmitted outputs of a resonant filter they could be used to

provide a mechanism for detecting environmental changes. Next, the use of apodized
gratings should be analyzed to see if the lineshape could be tailored, possibly providing a
flat response rather than a sharply peaked output. Also, the GMRF devices shown in this
work are all free space devices.

A guided mode version would lend itself to many
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applications, particularly in the communications arena and would be well worth the effort
to investigate.

Finally, the most notable characteristic of a GMRP is the narrow

wavelength filtering it exhibits, and could be used as a dense wavelength demultiplexing
(DWDM) device or as the filter within low cost spectroscopy equipment.
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APPENDIX A
RIGOROUS COUPLED WAVE DERIVATION AND
MATLAB CODE
Rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) has been used throughout this work to
analyze several different GMRF structures. In this Appendix. RCWA for the TE case is
summarized as well as its implementation in MATLAB. Two specific examples are also

given to fully explain the use of the MATLAB code. The full MATLAB code listing will
also be given for TE, TM and conical incidence cases for surface relief gratings.

A.l RCWA Review
The RCWA method is taken from

the work of Moharam and colleagues

[Moharam, et.al.. 1995(a); Moharam, et.al., 1995(b)]. The geometry being considered is
a multilayered surface relief grating, shown in Figure A.I. The derivation here will only
consider an incident TE wave; TM and conical incidence cases can be found in the
references.

The analysis begins by dividing the grating into several layers and the

permittivity in each layer is represented by a Fourier series:

e/(x) = X^/.hexp[j27th/A]
h

(A.1)

Where 8/.h is the hih Fourier component of the permittivity of the /th layer of the grating
and j is the square root of-1. It is assumed that the grating is split into layers that are
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Figure A.l Geometry of a multilayer surface relief grating used for RCW
derivation
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thin enough so that the permittivity does not exhibit any dependence on z within a single
layer. The electric field above and below the grating can be expressed as:

Ei.y = exp[- jkon,(sin(e )x -cos(0)z)]+ ^R, exp[-jCk^iX -k, ^.z)]

(A.2)

i

E[i.y =S^i

®'^(~J^xi*~''N .zi(z-DL)]}

(A.3)

i

Where Rj and Tj are the amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted dif&action orders and
kxi is found from the Floquet condition:

K^i = KO[n| sin 0 — iXg / A]

(A.4)

Leading to the following for kz:

k/.z,- = Vkonf - k^i,

/ = I. n

The electric and magnetic fields within the grating can be expanded into their spaceharmonics:

(A.6)
E/.gy =Z^/.yi(z)exp(-jkxix)
i
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(A.7)
^/.gx

The first

S^/-xi(z)exp(-jkxix)

J

step is to ensure that the electric and magnetic fields

satisfy Maxwell's

equations;

(A.8)
—^ = jtonoH/.gx

(A.9)
.

OL

= Jf«oE/ ( x ) E /.gj. + —^

^

OK

Substituting Equations A.6 and A.7 into A.8 and A.9 and eliminating H/.gz by applying:

„

j ^/.gy
0)^0 ^

(A.10)

results in the coupled wave equations:

dS.7.>i
dz
au /.xi
dz

(A.11)
= knU

0*-'/.xi

S/.\i -ko^E/.i_pS/ vp
p

(A.I2)
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Taking the derivative of Equation A. 11 and substituting it into Equation A.12 results in a
further simplification:

d2
S;
az'-

—

ric.V
''o y

S/.>i

(A.13)
p

Where z' = koz has been substituted. Equation A.13 can be rewritten in matrix form:

|?'S/,/3(^')'J = [A,Kyl

Where A =

- E, and K, is a diagonal matrix with elements kxAo and E is a matrix

with the i,p element equal to ej-p. Equation A.14 is solved by finding the eigenvectors
and eigenvalues of the (NxN) A matrix, where N is the number of orders retained in the
calculation. The space harmonics from Equations A.6 and A.7 are then given by:

SLy.(-)= Z

-D,+d,)]+ c-^ Qx^[k^q,„{z- D,){

m=l

U/.xi (z) =

Zv/im^C/tmexp[-koq/.m(z-D/ +d/)]+C/„exp[koq/.m(z-D/)]}

^
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Where w/j are the elements of the eigenvector matrix W/ and q/.m are the positive square
roots of the eigenvalues of the matrix
matrix

V/ = W/Q/,

A/ for layer

/. Also, v/ i m is the i.m member of the

where Q/ is a diagonal matrix with elements q/j„. The constants c/jn

need to be determined by matching the tangential fields at the boundaries between each
of the grating layers. For the boundary between the cover region and the first grating
layer (z=0):

I

5,0
jn J cosGSio

[R] =

w,x,

W.

-V.X,

j^i

C|
cr

(A.17)

At the boundary between two grating layers. /-I and /, the boundary condition becomes (z
= D/.|):

w,_,
v,_,x,_,

(A.18)
*-/-!

-V,.,

V/

-V,x,

Finally, at the boundary between the final grating layer and the substrate (z = Dl):

WlXL
VlXL

Wl \cl
-VL CL.

L

I
JYII.

[T]

(A.19)
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Where 5io is the kronecker delta, X is a diagonal matrix with elements exp(-koq/.md/), and
Y| and Yn are diagonal matrices with elements k|.a/ko and knzi/ko, respectively.
Equations A. 17 - A. 19 can be combined to form simultaneous equations for R and T:

5i0
+
jn, cos05jo

I
JVi

[«i=n

w.

/=!

w,x, W,X, W/
- v , x , V,\, -V,

I
jYii.

[T]

At this point, the set of simultaneous equations could be solved for R and T; however,
this formulation is numerically unstable. There is a matrix inversion performed for each
grating layer. The elements of the X matrix can be extremely small if the exponential
arguments are large. These small elements can result in numerical errors when the matrix
is inverted. In order to form a more stable formulation, a straightforward substitution will
be used [Moharam, et.al.. 1995(b)].

A.2 Stabilizing the RCWA Formulation
The instability in the formulation of Equation A.20 can be seen by looking at the
last factor (/ = L) and factoring the inverted matrix:

I

[VL

W^XL

WLXL
y

-VlXL J 0

e

[WL

WLXL
-V^XL

"1
X
r

WL
VL

I

-1

-VLJ
-1
VL

'^L+l [T]
_8l+I.
-I
WL
-VL

(A.21)

*L+I [T]
8l+i
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Where ft+i = I and g^+i = jYn. The fj and gi notation represents the cascaded matrices for
each grating layer with the subscript referring to the last layer included in the matrix

multiplication. The original inverted matrix has been split into two separate inversions.
The inverted matrix on the right is numerically stable, though problems can occur if a

large number of layers or a large number of harmonics are used. Multiplying the last two
matrices, the right hand side of Equation A.21 becomes:

Vl

[XL 0
I
-V^XL L ®

—I

"L [T]
J^L.

Where

'^L
.^L

'^L+I

.Vl

-VL

SL+I.

The next matrix to be inverted is not necessarily stable. The elements of the X matrices
are exponentials whose arguments can be large, leading to small elements within the

matrix. Upon inversion, these small elements can lead to large numerical errors. To
avoid these instabilities, the following substitution is made:

T = «L'XLTt

(A.24)
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The last factor of Equation A.20 (Equation A.21) now reduces to:

fi. T. = Wu

Sl

WlXl T

I

-Vl.XLibL.L'XL
wJi + X L b L .L'Xi
vJi-XLbL.L'XL

TI

[ L

(A.25)

[TLI

Repeating the substitution for all of the layers a new set of simultaneous equations is
obtained:

I
f.
8.0
[R] =
+
[T.l
jn, cos05jo
-JY,.
8..

(A.26)

T =»L

<A.27)

Where

T'X.T,

Equation A.26 can be solved without numerical instability and provides R.
Equation A.27, T can then be found.

Using

Writing out the simultaneous equations (Equation

A.26) explicitly:

[«io]+["] =

(F|LT,]

(A.28)

no

[jn, cosGSio 1 - DY| IR] = [GI IT, ]

Solving for

R

(A.29)

in Equation A.28 and substituting back into Equation A.29 results in the

following solution for Ti:

(A.30)

T, =[g|+jY,f,]-'[jn, cos05jo + jY|5;o]

Once T i is determined, it can be substituted into Equation A.28 to find

R.

Finally. T can

be found from:

T = M * T.

(A.31)

Where

M=>i;'XL«L'-iXL-i

With

R

and

T

«r'Xi

found, the diffraction efficiencies can be found from

(A.32)

the following

[Moharam, et.al., 1995(a)]:

nr=|Ri|'^

^ l.zi

kgnj COS0

(A.33)

Ill

(A.34)
=lTi|'"iR

k o H j COS0

and rji^ are the reflection and transmission diffraction efficiency of the i"*

Where

spectral order, respectively.

Since the calculation is based on a matrix approach,

MATLAB offers a well-suited software environment for the RCWA calculation.

A.3 MATLAB Encoding of RCWA
The MATLAB RCWA code used to analyze surface relief structures was
originally written by Risto Salmio, formerly of the Helsinki Institute of Technology,
while visiting the ADEOS laboratory at the University of Arizona. Several modifications
have been made to make the program more flexible. The main portions of the code will
be reviewed and compared to the RCWA formulation given in Sections A.1 and A.2.
The inputs required for the TE code are shown in Table A.l

Parameter
m
nl
n2
ngl

ng2
thetain
h
d

Descriotion
Number of diffracted orders on either side of the zero order retained in
calculation. Total number of orders = 2m+l
Refi-active index of cover (Region I)
Refractive index of substrate (Region I)
Column vector of the first refractive index in the grating. There is one
element for each grating layer.
Column vector of the second refractive index in the grating. There is one
element for each grating layer.
Incident angle in cover region, given in degrees.
Column vector containing thickness of each grating layer in microns.
Period of grating in microns.
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i lambda
1 cperd

Wavelength in microns.
Matrix containing transition points between indices in each grating layer.
Table A.1 Input Parameters for RCWA code - TE case

The first line of the program, te.m, is a function definition returning the reflection and
transmission diffraction efficiencies as well as their phases;

function [DEt.DEr,DEt_phi,DEr_phi]=...
te(m-n I ,n2,ng1.ng2,thetain,h,d,lambda,cperd);
The program uses a subroutine, parate.m, to find Kx2 (K* from Equation A.4).
kizi (kui from Equation A.5) and k2zi (also from Equation A.5). It also defines
two identity matrices that will be used during the solution of the simultaneous
equations for R and T:
theta=thetain/360*2*pi;
k0=2* p i/lambda;
i=-m:m;
kxperkO=n 1 *sin(theta)-i*(lambda/d);
kx=kxperkO*kO;
Kx=d iag(kxp)erkO);
Kx2=diag(kxperk0.'^2);
k 1 zi=kO*sqrt(n1''2-kxperk0.''2);
klzi=conj(klzi);
k 1 ziperkO=sqrt(n 1 '^2-kxperk0.'^2);
k 1 ziperkO=conj(kl ziperkO);
k2zi=kO*sqrt(n2'^2-l«perkO.'^2);
k2zi=conj(k2zi);
k2ziperk0=sqrt(n2'^2-kxperk0.'^2);
k2ziperk0=conj(k2ziperk0);
amp=zeros(2*m+l,1);
bmp=amp;
0=amp;
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Within the main program, the matrices Yl (Y|) and Y2 (Yn) are defined according to the
definitions following Equation A.19. Next, the matrix

is defined and corresponds to

[fL+i;gL+i] shown in Equation A.21:
I=eye(2*m+1);
Y1=diag(k1ziperkO);
Y2=diag(k2ziperk0);
fg=[[I];[li*Y2]];

The next portion of the code is a loop that finds the matrices in equation A.20 for each
successive grating layer and multiplies them together. The stabilized formulation is used
so that the final result of the loop is [fi;gi] and the matrix M from Equation A.33:
for L=l:-1:1,

%The loop starts at the bottom grating layer since this is
%the order of calculation in Equation A.20.
[E.invE]=multilev(m,ngl(L),ng2(L),cperd(L,;)); %A subroutine,
%multilev.m, is used to find E using the analytical
%factoring shown in [Moharam, et.al., 1995(a)]
[W1,Q12]=eig(Kx2-E);
%The eigenvector matrix Wi and
%eigenvalues qi,„ are returned by the
VoMATLABfiinction eig.
Q12=sqrt(real(diag(Q12)));
V=W1•diag(Q12);
%Definition of Vi
X=diag(exp(-kO*h(L)*Q12));
%Definition of X
invW=inv(Wl);
%Determination of first matrix
invV=inv(V);
%inversion in Equation A. 21
invWV=.5*[[invW invV]; [invW -invV]];
ab=inv WV*fg;
%Equation A.22
a=ab( 1:2*m+l,:);
%Equation A.25
b=ab(2* m+2:4* m+2,:);
fg=[[WI»a +X»b*inv(a)*X)]; [V*a-X*b«inv(a)*X)]];
M=M* inv(a)*X;
end
The final portion of the program solves the simultaneous equations for T| and R:
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amp(m+l)=I;
bmp(m+l)=l i*nl *cos(theta);
f=fg(l:2»m+l,:);
g=fg(2*m+2:4*m+2,:);
Tl=inv(g+1i*Yl*f)*(bnip+li*Yl*amp);
R=f*Tl-aiiip;
T=M*T1;

%Defimtion of Sio
%Definition jnicosOdio
%De/inition of /> from
%Equations A.26 and A.28
%Definition of gt from
%Equations A.26 and A.29
%Equation A.30
%Equation A.31
%Equation A.32

The final lines of the program determine the diffraction efficiency of each diffraction
order and their phases:

DEr=abs(R).^2.*real(k 1 ziperkO/(nl *cos(theta)))';
DEt=abs(T).'^2.*real(k2ziperkO/(nl •cos(theta)))';
totsum=sum(DEr)+sum(DEt);
DEr_phi = (angle(R));
DEt_phi = unwrap(angle(T));

%Equation A.33
%Equation A.34

A.4 Example Inputs to MATLAB RCW
Two examples will help clarify how to define the input parameters to run the

RCWA code. The first example will show how the GMRF device was analyzed and the
second will examine a multilayer grating.

A.4.1 GMRF Input Parameters
The GMRF example is shown in Figure 1.2 (page 16). Even though the grating is
a zero order grating, several diffraction orders are retained in the calculation to ensure
that the effect of evanescent fields is accounted for in the simulation.

The device is

modeled as a grating with two layers. The first layer corresponds to the surface relief
grating and the second layer corresponds to the waveguide. This is the reason that the
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second element of the column vector ngl equals the second element of ng2. Also, the
transition matrix, cperd, has only one element for each layer since there is only one
transition between materials within a single period.

A loop was used to scan the

wavelength and record the change in the zero order transmission and reflection after each
call to the RCWA function te.m. The input file used is shown below.

m = 5;
nl = 1.0;
n2= 1.45;
ngl =[1.0;1.5];
ng2 = [1.5;1.5];

%Orders retained in calculation = 11 (2m+l)
%Cover refractive index
%Substrate refractive index
%First grating index, second layer is waveguide
%Second grating index, notice second element
%hasn 7 changed
%Only one transition /period in grating
%The wavelength will be changed in loop below
%Height of the grating and waveguide
%Simulating normal incidence
%Grating period

cperd = [0.605;0.0];
lambda = 0.6;
h = [0.12;1.12];
thetain = 0.0;
d = 0.43;
index = I;
for lambda = 0.637:0.000003:0.640 %Using loop to scan wavelength
[DET.DER] = te(m,nl,n2,ngl,ng2,thetain.h,d.lambda,cperd);
DET_lam( index) = DE_T(m+l); %Saving zero orders from call to 'te'
DER_lam(index) = DE_R(m+l); %within vectors
wave( index) = lambda;
index = index + 1;
end;
figure( 1);
%Plotting results on single plot
plot(wave,DER_lam,'r')
hold on
plo t( wave,DET_lam,'b')

The result of this calculation is shown in Figure 1.3 (page 17).
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A.4.2 Multilayer Grating and Transition Matrix Definition
The most difficult input parameter to understand is the transition matrix, cperd.
To help clarify how to define cperd, a multilayer binary grating will be analyzed. The
cross-section of one period of the grating is shown in Figure A.2. The transition matrix
for this structure is:

cperd = [12,13,16,17,18,19,32,32,32,32,32;...
02,04,08,09,12,14,16,17,18,19,32;...
02,04,07,10,12,17,18,22,30,31,32;...
00,04,07,17,12,16,17,23,29,32,32;...
00,04,07,10,12,17,18,25,28,32,32;...
00,04,05,11,12,17,18,25,27,32,32;...
00,04,05,17,18,32,32,32,32,32,32]/32;

Notice that the first row corresponds to the first level of the grating that the incident wave
encounters. Also, the transition points are normalized between 0 and 1. The number of
transition points must be odd and the number of elements in each row must be the same.
If a layer has fewer transitions than other layers, the row can be filled with I's. In the
example above, the first layer has only six transitions, but needed eleven elements;
therefore, there are five 1 's filling the row. The other inputs are straightforward and can
be seen immediately from Figure A.2. The flexibility afforded by using column vectors
for ngl. ng2 and h is not taken advantage of here since the refractive indices and height
do not change from one grating layer to another. This particular grating is designed to
concentrate its output in the central fifteen transmitted diffracted orders. Because of the
large grating period, a larger number of orders need to be retained to ensure that the
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nl = ngl = 1.0

Figure A.2 Schematic representation of an eight level grating. Each layer
has the same thickness and the period is divided into 32 ''pixels" of 2 |im
each.
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simulated outputs are correct.

The full input file used to analyze the diffraction

efficiency of this grating is shown below:

m = 120;
nl = l.O;
n2 = 1.46;
ngl = [1.0;1.0;1.0;1.0;1.0;1.0;1.0];
ng2 = [1.46;1.46;1.46;1.46;1.46;1.46;1.46];
cperd = [12,13,16,17,18,19,32,32,32,32,32;...
02,04,08,09,12,14,16,17,18,19,32;...
02,04,07,10,12,17,18,22,30,31,32;...
00,04,07,17,12,16,17,23,29,32,32;...
00,04,07,10,12,17,18,25,28,32,32;...
00,04,05,11,12,17,18,25,27,32,32;...
00,04,05,17,18,32,32,32,32,32,321/32;
lambda = 0.850;
h = [0.231;0.231;0.231;0.231;0.231;0.231;0.2311;
thetain = 0.0;
d = 64.0;
index = 1;
[DE_T,DE_R,phi_T,phi_R] =
te(m,n1,n2,ng 1,ng2,thetain,h,d,lambda,cperd);
DE_T(1:10)
figure(l);
bar(DE_T(m-10:m+10))

The result of this simulation is shown in Figure A.3. The simulation requires more
computing time than the previous example despite having only a single call to the RCWA
code; the first example made 1000 calls but only needed eleven total diffraction orders
for its calculated outputs to converge.
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Figure A.3 RCWA of multilayer grating. The central 15 diffraction
orders contain approximately 80% of the diffracted power.
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A.5 MATLAB Code
This section contains the full listing of the MATLAB code for the RCWA. Three
sets of code are given for the TE, TM and conical incidence cases. Each case uses the
subroutine 'multilev.c' so it will only appear in the listing of the code for TE.

A.5.1 TE Incidence
The first program is the main function definition. 'te.m\ followed by the
subroutines 'parate.m' and 'mullilev.m'.
Program 'te.m':
function [DEt.DEr.DEtjjhi.DEr_phi]=te(m.nI,n2,ngl.ng2,thetain.h,dJambda,cperclj:
paraTE:
[I.cl]=size(cperd):
iffloor(cl/2) ==ceil(cl/2)
dispCNumber of transition points must be odd!'):
end
l=eye(2*m-^ I ):
YI =diag(k I ziperkO):
Y2=diag(k2ziperk0):
fg-[[I]:[Ii*Y2J]:
M=eye(2*m+1) ;
for
[E,invE]=multilev(m,ngl (L),ng2(L),cperd(L,:)):
fWl,012J=eig(Kx2-E):
OI 2=sqrt(real(diag(Ol 2))):
V=Wl*diag(OI2);
X=diag(exp(-kO*h(L)*QI2)):
invW=inv(W1):
invV=inv(V):
invWV=.5*[[invWinvV]; [invW-invV]]:
ab=invWV*fg:
a=ab(l :2*m+l,:):
h=ab(2*m+2:4*m+2,:);
fg=[[WI *(I+X*b*inv(a)*X)]; [V*(I-X*b*inv(a)*X)]]:
M=M*inv(a)*X:
end
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amp(m+1)=I :
bmp(m+l)=Ii*nl *cos(theta);
f=fg(I:2*m+I,:):
g-fg(2*m^2:4*m+2,:);
TI = 'mv(g+ li*Yl *f)*(bmp+li*Yl *amp);
R-f*TI-amp:
T=M*TI:
DEr=abs(R).^2.*real(klziperk0/(nl *cos(theta)))';
DEt=abs(T).^2.*real(k2ziperk0/(nl *cos(theta)))
totsum=sum(DEr)+sum(DEt):
DEr_phi = (angle(R));
DEt _phi = unwrap(angle(T));

Program *paraTE.m':
theta=lhetain/360*2*pi:
k0=2*pi/lambda;
i=-m:m:
kxperk0=nl *sin(theta)-i*(lambda/d):
kx-kxperkO*kO:
Kx=diag(kxperkO):
Kx2 =diag(kxperkO.^2) ;
klzi=kO*sqrt (nl '^2-kxperkO.^^2):
klzi-conj(klzi):
klziperkO=sqrt(nl'^2-kxperkO.^2):
klziperk0=conj(klziperkO);
k2zi=k0*sqrt(n2'^2-iacperk0. ;
k2zi=conj(k2zi):
k2ziperk0=sqrt (n2^2-kxperk0.^2) ;
k2ziperk0-conj(k2ziperkO);
amp=zeros(2*m+1,1 ):
bmp=amp:
O-amp:

Program 'muMIev.m':
function [EjnvE]=multilev(m,ngl,ng2,cperd);
cl=length(cperd):
for cc=I:cl+l.
multip(cc)^(-1)^(1+ceil(cc/2)-floor(cc/2)):
end
epsil(l) =(ng2'^2-ngl'^2)*cperd*multip(2:cl+1)'+ng2^2;
inveps( 1)=(l/ng2'^2-l/ngl'^2)*cperd*multip(2:cl+1)'+ l/ng2'^2:
for i-1:2*m.
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fac(l)=l:
fac(2:cl^ I)=exp(-Ii*2*pi*i*cperd);
fac2(l)=l:
fac2(2:cl+l)=exp(li*2*pi*i*cp€rd):
epsil(i+l)=Ii./(2*pi*i)*(ng2^2-ngl^2)*fac*multip':
epsil(4*m+2-i) -conj(epsil(i+1)):
inveps(i+1)= I i./(2*pi*i)*(I/ng2^2-l/ngl^2)*fac*multip';
inveps(4*m+2-i)=conj(inveps(i+1));
end
for i=I:2*m+1,
E(i:2*m+ I,i) -conj(epsil(1:2*m+2-i))
invE(i:2*m+l,i)=conj(inveps(1:2*m+2-i))
end
for i=2:2*m+ L
E{l:i-l.i)=conj(epsiI(4*m+3-i:4*m+1))';
invE( 1:i-I,i)=conj(inveps(4*m+3-i:4*m+1))':
end
A.5.2 TM Case
The TM case contains some enhancements that can be found in [Lalanne and
Morris, 1996].

Program
function [DEt, DEr]=tm(m,nI,n2,ngl,ng2,ihetain,h,d,lambda,cperd);
coniparaTM:
[1, cl]=size(cperd);
iffloor(cl/2)=='ceil(cl/2)
dispCNumber of transition points must be odd!');
end
I=eye(2*m+1);
ZI =diag(klziperk0/(nl^2));
Z2=diag(k2ziperk0/(n2^2));
fg-mni*Z2JJ;
M=eye(2
for
[E,invE]=multilev(m,ngI(L),ng2(L),cperd(L,:));
[WI,Ql2]=eig(inv(invE)*(Kx*inv(E)*Kx-I));
012=sqrt(real (diag(QI2)));
V=invE*WI *diag(QI2);
X=diag(exp(-kO*h(L)*Q12));
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invPV=inv(WI):
invV=inv(V);
invlW=5*[[invWinvV]; [invW-invV]];
ab=invWV*fg;
a=ab(I:2*m+I,:);
b=ab(2*m+2:4*m+2,:);
fg=[[Wl *(I+X*h*mv(a)*X)]; [V*(I-X*b*mv(a)*X)]];
M=M*mv(a)*X;
end
amp(m^ I )=I:
bmp(m+l)=Ii*cos(theta)/nI:
f=fg(l:2*m+I.:);
g=fg(2*m+2:4*m+2,:);
T1=inv(g+Ii*ZI *f)*(bmp+ Ii*ZI *amp);
R=f*TI-amp;
T=M*T1;
DEr=abs(R).^2.*real(klziperk0/(nl *cos(theta)))
DEi=abs(T).^2.*real(k2ziperk0*nl/(n2^2*cos(theta)))
totsum=sum(DEr)+sum(DEt);
Program 'paraTAf.m*:
I beta=thetain/360*2*pi;
k0=2*pi/lambda;
kyperkO=nl *sin(theta);%*sin(phi);
ky=kyperkO*kO;
ky2=kyperkO. ^2;
Ky2 =ky2*eye(2*m+1);
i=-m:m;
kxperkO ^n I *sin(theta)-i*(lambda/d):
kx=kxperkO*kO;
Kx=diag(kxperkO) ;
Kx2=diag(kxperkO. ^2) ;
klzi=k0*sqrt (nl ^2-kxperkO.^2);
kl zi=conj(klzi):
klziperkO=sqrt (nl ^2-kxperkO.^2);
klziperkO=conj(klziperkO);
k2zi=k0*sqrt(n2'^2-kxperk0.^^2);
k2zi=conj(k2zi);
k2ziperk0=sqrt(n2^2-kxperk0.'^2);
k2ziperk0=conj (k2ziperk0);
amp=zeros(2*m+1,1):
bmp=amp;
0=amp;
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A.5.3 Conical Incidence
Conical incidence requires two more inputs than the previous two cases. The
angle between the plane of incidence and the plane defined by the grating vector and
surface normal is denoted by phiin and is given in degrees. Also, the angle the electric
vector makes with the plane of incidence is required to determine the input polarization
state. This angle is denoted by psiin and is also given in degrees. For TE polarization,

psiin is equal to 90° and for TM psiin is equal to 0°. The required angular inputs are
illustrated in Figure A.4.

Program 'multconLm*:
function [DEr. DEt]=multiconi(m,nl,n2,ngl,ng2,phiin,psiin,thetain,h,d,lambda,cperd);
% June 15, 1997 by Risto Salmio, Helsinki University of Technology.
% For the use of Professor Raymond K. Kostuk and his research group only,
multiconipara:
[I,cl]=size(cperd):
iffloor(cl/2)==ceil(cU2)
dispCNumber of transition points must be odd!'):
end
O =zeros(2*m+l):
l=eye(2*m+l):
02=zeros(4*m+2):
I2-eye(4*m+2):
Yl =diag(klziperkO):
Y2=diag(k2ziperk0);
Zl =diag(klziperk0/(nl'^2)):
Z2=diag(k2ziperk0/(n2^2)) ;
fg-[[I O]:
[li*Y2 O];
[O I]:
[O li*Z2]]:
M=I2:
for L=l:-1:1.
[E,invE]=multilev(m,ngl(L),ng2(L),cperd(L,:)):
A =Kx2-E:
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Figure A.4 Conical incidence geometry.
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B=Kx*inv(E)*Kx-eye(2*m+l):
[Wl.OI2J=eig(Ky2+Kx2-E):
[W2,022J=eig(Kx*inv(E)*(Kx*inv(invE))+Ky2-inv(invE));
OI 2^real(diag(Ql 2));
022=real(diag(Q22));
Ol =kO*diag(sqrt(QI 2)):
Olperk0=diag(sqrt(QI 2)) ;
02=kO*diag(sqrt(Q22));
Q2perk0=diag(sqrt(Q22)):
VII ^inv(A)*W1*QIperkO:
VI2^kyperkO*inv(A)*Kx*W2;
V21 =l^perkO*inv(B)*Kx*inv(E)*W1:
V22=inv(B)*W2*Q2perkO:
XI =diag(exp(-diag(OI)*h(L))):
X2=diag(exp(-diag(Q2)*h(L))):
X=[[XI O]: [OX2]];
if theta = = 0
phii=atan(kyperkO./kxperkO(I :m)):
phii(m+1)=0:
phii(m+2:2*m+1)=atan(kyperk0./kxperk0(m+2:2*m+1)):
else
phii=atan(kyperkO./kxperkO):
end
Fc=diag(cos(phii)) ;
Fs=diag(sin(phii)):
Vss=Fc*VlI:
Wss=Fc*Wl+Fs*V2I:
Vsp=Fc*VI2-Fs*W2: % NOTE a typo in Ref. I !
Wsp=Fs*V22:
Wpp=Fc*V22:
Vpp=Fc*W2^Fs*V12;
Wps=Fc*V2I-Fs*WI:
Vps=Fs*VlI;
Wl I =[[Vss Vsp]: [Wss Wsp]]:
W2I=[[Wps Wpp]: [Vps Vpp]]:
WI2=[[Vss Vsp]: [-Wss-Wsp]]:
W22=[[-Wps-Wpp]: [Vps Vpp]]:
if (theta == 0) \ (phiin == 0)
cl=.5*inv(Vss):
c3=.5*inv(Wss):
c6=.5*inv(Wpp):
c8=.5*inv(Vpp):
invers=[[cl c3 O O]:
[O O c6c8]:
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[cl -c3 O O],
[O O -c6c8]];
else
ifphiin==90
inversemv([[Vss Vsp Vss Vsp];
[Wss Wsp -IVss -Wsp];
[Wps Wpp -Wps -Wpp];
[Vps Vpp Vps Vpp]]);
else
cl =-.5*inv(Vps)*Vpp*inv(Vsp-Vss*inv(Vps)*Vpp);
c2=.5*inv(Vsp-Vss*inv(Vps)*Vpp);
c3=.5*inv(Wps)*Wpp*inv(Wss*inv(Wps)*Wpp-Wsp);
c4=.5*mv(Wss*fnv(Wps)*Wpp-Wsp);
c5=.5*in\(Wss)*Wsp*inv(Wpp-Wps*inv(Wss)*Wsp);
c6=.5*irrv(Wpp-Wps*inv(Wss)*Wsp);
c7=.5*inv(Vss)*Vsp*inv(Vpp-Vps*mv(Vss)*Vsp);
c8=.5*inv(Vpp-Vps*inv(Vss)*Vsp);
invers=[[cl c3 -c5 -c7];
[c2-c4 c6 c8];
[cl -c3 c5 -c7];
[c2 c4 -c6 c8]];
end
end
ab=invers*fg;
a=ab(l :4*m+2,:);
h=ab(4*m-r3:8*m+4.:);
fg=[[Wl 1 + W12*X*b*inv(a)*X];
[W21+ W22*X*b*inv(a)*X]];
M=M*inv(a)*X;
end
fl 1 =fg(l:2*m+1, l:2*m+l);
fl2-fg(l:2*m+1,2*m+2:4*m+2);
f21=fg(2*m+2:4*m+2, l:2*m+l);
f22=fg(2*m+2:4*m+2,2*m+2:4*m+2);
gl 1=fg(4*m+3:6*m+3,1:2*m+1);
gl2=fg(4*m+3:6*m+3,2*m+2:4*m+2);
g21 =fg(6*m+4:8*m+4,1:2*m+1);
g22=fg(6*m+4:8*m+4,2*m+2:4*m+2);
matr=[[-I O fll fl2];
[li*Yl O f21 f22];
[O IgllgI2];
[0-li*Zlg2lg22]];
RT=matr\[aa; bb; cc; dd];
Rs=RT(l:2*m-^l):
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Rp=RT(2*m^2:4*m+2):
Ts=RT(4*m+3:6*m+3);
Tp=RT(6*m+4:8*m+4);
TsTp=M*[Ts: Tp];
Ts=TsTp(l:2*m+I);
Tp=TsTp(2*m+2:4*m-^2);
DEr=abs(Rs).^2.*real(klziperkO/(nl*cos(theta)))'+abs(Rp).'^2.*real(klziperk0/(nl'^3*co
s(theta)))
DEt=abs(Ts).^2.*real(k2ziperkO/(nI *cos(theta)))'+abs(Tp).^2.*real(k2ziperk0/(nl *n2'^2
*cos(theta)))
etaO=DEt(m+1);
deltaO=(angle(Ts(m+I))-angle(Tp(m+ I)))/pi*I80;
alphaO=atan(abs(Ts(m+ l))/abs(Tp(m+I)))/pi*I80:
DErs=abs(Rs).^2.*real(klziperkO/(nl *cos(theta)))
DErp=abs(Rp).'^2.*real(klziperk0/(nl^3*cos(theta)))
DEts=abs(Ts).'^2.*real(k2ziperk0/(nl *cos(theta)))
DEtp=abs(Tp).^2.*real(k2ziperkO/(nl *n2'^2*cos(theta)))

Program 'multiconipara.m':
phi=phiin/360*2*pi;
theta=thetain/360*2*pi:
psi=psiin/360*2*pi;
kO=2*pi/lambda;
kyperkO=nl *sin(theta)*sin(phi);
ky^kyperkO*k0:
ky2=kyperkO.^2;
Ky2=ky2*eye(2*m+I);
i=-m:m:
kxperkO-nl *sin(theta)*cos(phi)-i*(lambda/d);
kx=kxperkO*kO;
Kx=diag(kxperkO) ;
Kx2 -diagikxperkO."^2);
klzi=kO*sqrt(n1'^2-kxperkO.'^2-ky2) ;
klzi=conj(klzi):
k}ziperk0=sqrt(nl^2-kxperk0.^2-ky2);
k I ziperkO=conJ(klziperkO);
k2zi-k0*sqrt(n2'^2-kxperk0.'^2-ky2);
klzi^conj(k2zi):
k2ziperk0=sqrt(n2'^2-kxperk0.^2-ky2);
k2ziperk0=conj(k2ziperk0) ;
aa=zeros(2*m+1,1);
bb=aa:
cc-aa;
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dd=aa:
0=aa:
aa(m+1)=sin(psi):
bb(m + I)= l i*sin(psi)*nl *cos(theta);
cc(m+I) =-Ii*cos(psi)*nl;
(Jd(m+1)=cos(psi)*cos(theta):

A.6 Conclusions
The rigorous coupled wave code presented here is a powerful numerical tool for
analyzing surface relief gratings. The model can be run very effectively for the GMRF
examples discussed and the use of zero order gratings results in a model that can be run
very quickly since the number of diffraction orders retained in the calculation can be kept
small. RCWA has two main weaknesses. The reliance upon a Fourier expansion of the
permittivity profile implicitly assumes an infinite grating.

Also, the incident field is

assumed to be a plane wave. As discussed in Chapter 4, both of these shortcomings need
to be addressed when considering device designs. Also, the RCWA loses any physical
insight about the resonance phenomenon that GMRFs use to produce their narrow
filtering characteristic. Using the approaches shown in Chapters 3 and 4 helps fill in this
physical understanding of the GMRF's behavior.
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APPENDIX B
ADDITIONAL MATLAB ROUTINES
The calculations shown throughout this dissertation were performed in MATLAB.
Several of the scripts written are reproduced here. The first three files were used to find
the effective index of a grating. The first file is the definition of a function taken fi-om
Equation 3.3.

file

EMTneff.m
function y = ES'frneff(neff)
% EMTnejf is used as input to a root finding routine
% The root of EMTnejf is the effective index of a
% subwavelength structured surface.
global ni ns periodfill lambda
y = sqrt(ns^2 - neff^2)*...
tan(pi*period*fdl*sqrt(ns^2 - nejf^2)/lambda) +...
sqrt(ni^2 - neff'2)*...
(an(pi*period*(l -fill)*sqrt(ni'^2 - neff^2)/lambda):

This file and the next were used to produce Figure 3.2.

The second file

EMTMnejf.m. which is the TM version of EMTneff.m shown above.

file

plotemtm
% Plotting the effect of fillfactor on a grating's effective index
clear ni ns periodfill lambda
global ni ns periodfill lambda
ni = 1.5:
ns = 3.5:
lambda = 0.82:
period = 0.4:
beta = lambda/period/(ni+ns):
fll = 0.5
indexl = 1:

calls
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for fill = 0.1:0.008:0.9
guess = sqrt(fill*ns^2 + (l-fill)*ni'^2):
duty(index I) = fill:
nO(indexI) = guess:
delep = pi^2*fill^2*(I -fill)^2*(ns/ni-l)^2/(3*(I +fill*(ns^2/ni^2-I))):
n2easy(indexl) = sqrt(guess^2 +pi^2*period'^2*fill'^2*(l-fill)^2*...
(ns^2-ni^2)^2/3/lambda^2) ;
nemt(indexl) = fzeroCEMTneff".(n2easy(indexl)+nO(indexI))/2):
index I = index I + I:
end:
figure(l)
plot(duty.nemt,'blue')
hold on
plot(duty,nO,'red')
plot(duty,n2easy,'green')

file

plotemtnLm
% Plotting the effect of fillfactor on a grating's effective index
clear ni ns periodfill lambda
global ni ns period fill lambda
ni = 1.0:
ns = 1.46:
lambda = 1.0:
period = 0.5*lambda:
beta = lambda/period/(ni+ns):
index 1 = 1:

for fill = 0.0:0.025:1.0
guess = sqrt((ns^2*ni^2)/(fill*ni'^2 + (l-fill)*ns^2)):
guesste = sqrt(fill*ns^2 + (l-fill)*ni'^2):
duty(indexl) = fill:
nO(indexl) = guess:
n2easy(indexl) =
sqrt(guess^2 + pi'^2*period'^2*fill^2* ...
(l-flll)^2*(ns^2-ni^2)^2/3/lambda^2*...
guesste^2*guess^6/ni^4/ns^4):
nemt(indexl) =
fzero('EMTM'neff,(2*n2easy(indexI)-nO(indexl)));
indexl = indexl + 1:
end:
figure(l)
plot(duty,nO,'red')
hold on
plot(duty,n2easy,'green')
plot(duty,nemt,'blue')
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The following script used relationships from Section 3.2 to produce the results displayed
in Figure 3.4.

file

RvsNeff.m
% Reflection from film using effective medium
% Reflection found using thin film relationships for TE
clear ni ns periodfill lambda
global ni ns periodfill lambda
nO = 1.5:
n2 = 2.0:
dl = 0.05:
d2 = 2.0:
nsub = 1.5:
theta = 0.0 * pi/180:
% Changing impedance of input medium and substrate due to angle - TE only
nOp = nO*cos(theta):
thetasub = asin(sin(theta)/nsub):
nsubp = nsub*cos(thetasub):
% Parameters for finding EMT index
ni = nO:
ns = n2:
period = 0.4:
fill = 0.5:
guess = sqrt(ni^2*(l-fill)+n2^2*fill):
index = I:
for lambda = 0.6:0.0002:0.8
wave (index) = lambda:
guess = sqrt(fill*ns^2 + (l-fill)*ni^2):
beta = lambda/period/(ns+ni):
delep = pi^2*fill'^2*(I -fill)^2*(ns/ni-1)^2/(3*(I+fill*(ns^2/ni^2-1))):
n2nd(index) = guess*sqrt(1+delep/beta'^2):
n2emt = n2nd(index):
nl = fzero('EMTneff,n2emt):
nlemt(index) =nl:
% Equations for deltas are for TE
% for TM change cos to I/cos
thetal = asin(nO*sin(theta)/nl):
iheta2 = asin(n0*sin(theta)/n2):
nip = nl*cos(thetal):
n2p = n2*cos(theta2):
delta I = 2*pi*nl *dl *cos(thetal)/lambda:
delta2 = 2*pi*n2*d2*cos(theta2)/lambda:
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Breal = cos(deltaI)*cos(delta2) - n2p*sin(deltal)*sm(delta2)/nlp;
Bimag = nsubp*cos(deltal)*sin(delta2)/n2p + nsubp*cos(delta2)*sin(deltal)/nlp;
B = Breal + i*Bimag;
Creal = nsubp*cos(deltaI)*cos(delta2) - nsubp*nlp*sin(deltal)*sin(delta2)/n2p;
amag = n2p*cos(deltal)*sin(delta2) + nIp*cos(delta2)*sin(deltal);
C = Creal + i*Cimag;
RefOndex) = ((nOp*B - C)*conj(nOp*B - C))/((nOp*B + C)*conj(nOp*B + C));
index = index + /;
end:
plot( wave. Ref 'red')
The next two files determined the location of resonance peaks using relationshipes based
on Equation 3.18.
file

guide2.m
% Program finds beta for a four level waveguide structure - TE case
% Two versions of same equation are tried
clear ni ns period fill lambda
global ni ns period fill lambda
ni = 1.5:
ns = 3.5:
lambda = 0.700:
period = 0.4:
fill = 0.5:
DI = 0.3: %thickness in microns for first guiding layer
D2 = 0.3: %thickness of second guiding layer
nO = 1.0: Yocover index
n2 = 3.5: %layer 2 index
nl = sqrt((ni'^2+ns^2)/2): %layer 1 index
nl = fzero('EMTneff,nl)
n3 = 1.5: %substrate index
kO = 2*pi/lambda:

betamin = n3*kO+O.Ol:
betamax = n2*k0:
N = 2000:
iter = (betamax - betamin)/N:
index = /;
for i = betamin:iter:betamax
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beta(index) = i:
x_ang(index) = 180*acos(i/betamax)/pi;
hi = sqrt(nl^2*k0^2 - i''2):
h2 = sqrt(n2^2*k0^2 - i^2):
q = sqrt(i^2 - n3^2*k0^2);
p = sqri(i^2 - n0^2*k0^2);
phi 10 = atan(p/hl);
phi23 = atan(q/h2):
graph I (index) = hI*tan(hI*DI-phiIO) + h2*tan(h2*D2-phi23):
index = index + I:
end:
index = I:
for i = betamin:iter:betamax
heta2(index) = i:
xang2(index) = I80*acos(i/betamax)/pi;
hi = sqrt(nl^2*k0^2 - i^2):
q2 = sqrt(i^2 - n2'^2*k0^2):
q3 = sqrt(i^2 - n3^2*k0^2);
p = sqrt(i^2 - n0^2*k0^2);
philO = atan(p/hl):
psi = alanh(q2/q3):
graph2(index) = hI*tan(hI*DI-phiIO) - q2*coth(q2*D2+psi):
index = index + /;
end:
ploKbeta.graphI,'g.'):
iixis([min(heta).max(beta),-100,100]);
grid on
zoom on
hold on
plot(heta2,graph2,'b.'):
file

guidean2.m
% Program finds beta for a four level waveguide structure - TE case
global ni ns period fdl lambda
ni = 1.5:
ns = 2.0:
lambda = 0.700:
period = 0.4:
fill = 0.5:
D1 = 0.08:
%thickness in microns for first guiding layer
D2 = l.O:
%thickness of second guiding layer
nO = 1.0:
%cover index
n2 = 2.0:
%layer 2 index
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nl _0 = sqrt(fill*ns'^2 + (l-fill)*m'^2);
n3 = 1.5:
%substrate index
iheta = 0.0:
thetarad - theta*pi/I80:
lamlo = 0.7:
lamhi = 0.8:
.V = 1000:
iter = (lamhi - lamlo)/N:
index = I:
for lambda = lamlo:iter:lamhi
nl =fzero('EMTnejf,nl_0):
n I check(index) = nl;
kO = 2*pi/lambda:
wave(index) = lambda:
heta(index) = + kO*nO*sin(thetarad) + 2*pi/period::
hi = sqrt(nl^2*k0^2 - beta(index)^2);
q2 = sqrt(beta(index)^2 - n2^2*k0^2):
q3 = sqrl(beta(index)^2 - n3^2*k0^2):
p = sqrt(beta(index)^2 - n0^2*k0^2):
phi 10 = atan(p/hl):
psi = atanh(q2/q3);
graphi(index) = hI*tan(hI*DI-phiIO) - q2*coth(q2*D2+psi):
index = index + I:
end:
plot(wave,graphI,'green'):
hold on
grid on
zoom on
axis([(lamlo),(lamhi),-100,100])
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APPENDIX C
PHOTORESIST PROCESSING
This appendix will present the details of the process used to form the photoresist
gratings used in Chapter 4.

The process is similar to the basic method used within

microelectronics &brication. After a description of the process, the important parameters
will be summarized in Table C.l.
C.l Surface Preparation
The first step in the process is to prepare the substrate surface. The slide needs to
be free of any contaminants that may compromise the ability of the photoresist to adhere
to the surface. In Chapter 4, the surface that needed to be prepared was the solgel
waveguide, which can be cleaned similar to glass. First, if the surface has become visibly
dirty, wash the surface with a mild soap (Liquinox is one example) and rinse with
deionized (DI) water. Follow this cleaning with an ultrasonic cleaning for five minutes
using a very dilute mixture of Micro cleaner and DI water (typically 1:25 or less). After
removing the slide from the ultrasonic cleaner, rinse the slide in DI water again. Next,
use acetone is a spray bottle to thoroughly rinse the slide. Immediately follow this with a
rinse of methanol (or ethanol) and a final rinse with DI. Finally, blow the slide dry with
nitrogen. Once this initial cleaning is done, the only cleaning necessary (while still in the
cleanroom environment) is the successive rinses of acetone, methanol and DI water
followed by blowing the slide dry. Do not let the slide air dry because this may lead to
residue dissolved in the DI to be deposited on the slide as the water evaporates. The
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slides should now be ready to be spin coated with photoresist; however, the photoresist
also needs to be prepared.

C.2 Photoresist Preparation
The photoresist used in Chapter 4 was Shipley 1805 positive photoresist mixed
with Type "P" thinner. The 1805 photoresist provides a nominal thickness of 0.5 (im
when spin coated at 4000 rpm. A 1:1 mixture of 1805 and thinner provides a thickness of
approximately 0.22 (im. This mixture was used to produce a grating with an eventual
height (after exposure and development) of 0.07 ^m. A second mixture using a 2:1 ratio
(photoresistithinner) provided a thicker photoresist layer and a grating height of 0.2 nm.
The photoresist and thinner can be mixed accurately using syringes to measure
out specific quantities of each liquid. Both the photoresist and thinner should be poured
into clean beakers and then syringes can be used to draw out each material and mix them
in a third beaker. Never insert a syringe (or anything) into the supply bottles to eliminate
the possibility of conteuninating them. Once the photoresist mixture is prepared, draw out
the mixture in a new syringe and replace the needle with a syringe filter. The photoresist
is now ready to be applied to the slide.

C.3 Spin Coating
Spin coating provides a consistent layer thickness over most of the surface of the
slide. Place a clean slide on the vacuimi chuck and turn on the vacuum, making sure the
slide is being held in place. Before applying the photoresist, the surface needs to be
primed.

It is important that the sur&ce has no moisture on it to again ensure the
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photoresist adheres properly. To prime the surface, flood the slide with either Shipley

Primer or isopropyi alcohol, using a syringe. Allow the primer to stand for 10 seconds to
give it time to remove any moisture from the surface. The slide can then be spun dry
using the same spin speed and time used for the photoresist application: 4000 rmp for 30
seconds. After priming the surface, flood the surface with the photoresist making sure
there are no bubbles. Let the photoresist stand for a few seconds, then spin the slide a
second time. After the slide is done spitming it should be inspected to make certain the
applied layer is consistent without streaks or contaminants. For many applications, it is
required that the edge bead that forms at the edges and comers of a slide be removed.
This is due mainly to the use of contact printing, which requires intimate contact between
the mask and photoresist layer during exposure. The gratings used in Chapter 4 were
exposed in a holographic arrangement; therefore, the edge bead was not removed.
The final step in preparing the photoresist film is the soft bake. The purpose of
the soft bake is to remove some of the solvent within the photoresist and harden the layer.
Care must be taken with the soft bake because if the photoresist is baked too long or at
too high a temperature, the photosensitivity of the resist will be reduced. To avoid
inconsistent results, the soft bake needs to be controlled careftilly and performed
consistently from one slide to another. The slides used in Chapter 4 were soft baked on a

hot plate at 108° C for 1 minute and 20 seconds. After the soft bake, the photoresist is
ready to be exposed.
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C.4 Exposure and Deveiopmeiit
The photoresist is sensitive to UV wavelengths and the gratings used in Chapter 4

were formed using an argon ion laser and a Lloyd's mirror arrangement. The wavelength
used, 457.9 nm, is at the edge of the sensitive region of the photoresist. The exposure
level needed was between 0.138 and 0.185 J/cm^. The experiments done in Chapter 4
required an exposure time of approximately 300 seconds; thus the use of the Lloyd's
mirror setup was crucial in providing a stable system. Of course, a different source
irradiance would change the required exposure time.
After exposure, the photoresist needs to be developed. The slide is immersed in
Shipley 352 developer and gently agitated for 1 minute. After the development, the slide
is immediately immersed in DI water for 1 minute to arrest the development and rinse
away the developer. Finally, the slide is blown dry with nitrogen. The final step is the
hard bake, which removes the remaining solvent fi-om the photoresist. The soft bake can
be used a second time as the hard bake.
C,5 Final Notes
A few final suggestions about the process will be given. First, handle the slides
carefiilly. preferably with latex gloves, when characterizing them outside of the
cleanroom. This will minimize the time required to prepare the slide if it needs to be
processed again. Second, if a slide needs to be reprocessed, remove the photoresist with
acetone and use the solvent succession given earlier to prepare the slide. If a slide has

been processed several times and photoresist adhesion is poor, use photoresist stripper to
remove any residual resist and do an initial cleaning. Third, it should be noted again that
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a consistent soft bake is important for good results. Finally, do not expect to process a
single slide. Be prepared to expose several slides since exposure times will vary and
some trial and error is inevitable when making gratings.
C.6 Photoresist Process Parameters
Photoresist Mixture

Shipley 1805 : Type P Thinner

0.5 (im layer

1:0

0.22 (im layer

1:1

Spin Coatine
Spin Speed

4000 rpm

Spin Time

30 seconds

Soft Bake Temperature

108° C

Soft Bake Time

1 minute 20 seconds

Development
Development Time

1 minute

Rinse Time

1 minute

Hard Bake Temperature

108° C

Hard Bake Time

I minute 20 seconds

Table C. 1 Summary of parameters used for photoresist processing.
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